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Property Valuation
Administrators To
Be At MSU Workshop
Property valuation administrators and
deputies from the 15 counties of Area I will
be attending a workshop to be held on the
campus of Murray State University
Thursday, June 19.
Sponsored by the College of Business
and Public Affairs at Murray State, the
session from 9:30 a. m. to 3:30 p. m. will bt.,
held in Conference Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Dr. Rex F. Galloway, director of publi,
service training in the sponsoring college,
listed the counties in Area I as Calloway,
Graves, Marshall, McCracken, Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, Livingston,
Crittenden,. Lyon, Caldwell, Trigg,
Christian and Todd.
Instructors for the workshop will be:
Fred C. Johnson of Paducah, Area I
supervisor of the General Property Tax
Section of the Kentucky Department of
Revenue; E. Tarleton Rogers of Frankfort, director of the General Property Tax
Section; and James A. Calhoun of Frankfort, assistant director of the General
Property Tax Section.
Johnson, along with Charles Hale,
property valuation administrator in
Calloway County, have also been involved
in planning and initiating the workshop,
according to Galloway.
Dr. John Linda uer, dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs, will welcome
the group to the campus. Maurice P.
Carpenter, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Revenue, will be among
those attending.
Participants may earn continuing
education units and will be awarded
certificates at the completion of the
workshop.
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Sunny and Mild
Sunny and mild today, highs in the lower
80s. Partly cloudy and cooler tonight,:lows
in the mid to upper 50s. Partly cloudy and
warm Friday, highs in the mid 80s.
Winds northwest near 10 miles per hour
today, diminishing to about five miles per
hour tonight.
Outlook for Saturday, cloudy with a
chance of showers.

WHERE'S THE CARP—Dense foliage all but obscured this car, involved in a one.vehicle accident early today that injured
the driver. County Sheriff's officials said the driver of the car Michael Cathey, said he was going north on Highway 121
about 1:30 a.m. today when he apparently went to sleep and the car left the road. Cathey was treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for contusions and abrasions.
Staff Photo by David Hill

ForEACI Calls For 'Comprehensive
Energy Program' For U. S. Future
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford
was quoted today as telling congressional
leaders that it is his "firm determination
that the nation must have a comprehensive energy program."
The 65-minute White House session
followed Wednesday's overwhelming scuttling by the House of the 23-cent gasoline
tax program of Democratic tax
strategist*.
There has been a five-month deadlock
between the different energy programs
put forth by Ford and the Democratic congressional leadership. There had been indications that peace feelers might be extended at today's Oval Office session.
After the meeting, House Speaker Carl
Albert told reporters that no consensus
was reached and various aspects of the
energy problem was discussed.
House Majority Leader Thomas T.
O'Neill, fl-Mass., said: "It is going to be

Ford, Rabin Continue To
Seek Middle East Answer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford,
declaring "it would be a tragedy if they
failed," and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin are continuing to seek a
solution to the Middle East deadlock.
The two leaders, who scheduled a
meeting for this morning, were said by
diplomatic sources to have made progress
during their first talks Wednesday. The
sources said Israel might be ready to
make concessions in a new round of U.S.managed peace negotiations if it receives

Ford Expected
To Veto Bill
On Housing Aid

ST

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford
is expected to veto a bill designed to help
finance construction of 400,000 new homes
and prevent mortgage foreclosures on
families hurt by the recession.
The Senate sent the bill to the White
House Wednesday by a vote of 72 to 24,
with Democrats privately pessimistic
about propsects of overriding a threatened
veto. The House approved the bill 253 to
155, well short of the two-thirds needed to
override.
Administration officials have said the
bill's $1.2 billion price tag is too expensive
and that the programs it creates would
produce another and unnecessary layer of
federal bureaucracy.
A choice of three new types of subsidies
to encourage middle-income home buyers
would be authorized by the bill:
—A mortgage starting out at 6 per cent,
well befow the current rates of around 9
per cent, for three years but rising to the
market level by the end of the sixth year.
--A mortgage with a 7 per cent rate for
the life of the loan.
—A $1,000 cash payment to buyers of
homes on which construction started after
March 26, 1975. This was the cutoff date for
the $2,000 tax credit for hornebuyers contained in the tax bill approved earlier this
year.

American support in the form of arms and
other assurances.
American officials denied a report from
Amman, Jordan, on Wednesday which
quoted Arab diplomatic sources as saying
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
would renew his shuttle diplomacy in late
June with visits to Egypt, Syria and Jordan.
The Amman report said Kissinger would
carry new proposals for Israeli withdrawals from the Golan Heights and the
West Bank of the Jordan River.
Kissinger's most recent effort to achieve
an Israeli-Arab agreement failed in March. He is not expected to resume shuttle
diplomacy unless he and Ford are sure it
will succeed.
After concluding his talks with Ford,the
prime minister also has meetings today
with Kissinger, Secretary of Defense
James R. Schlesinger and the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
Rabin hopes his visit will clear up
strains in Israeli-American relations
following the collapse of Kissinger's mission in March.

difficult to meet on any common ground
with this Republican administration."
In a statement issued after the meeting,
the White House said "the American
people should realize this is a national
issue of great urgency."
Ford was said to have stressed the need
for "both meaningful energy conservation
and increased domestic supplies" and said
he was firmly determined that the natio()
must reach three goals:
1. Reducing foreign oil imports by two
million barrels a day by the end of 1977.
2. Energy self-sufficiency by 1985,and,
Vice President Nelson Rockefeller and
Ford's top energy and economic advisers
as well as Secretary of Commerce Rogers
C. B. Morton and Energy Administrator
Frank Zarb attended the session.
After watching his gasoline-tax plan
suffer a crushing defeat Wednesday night,
Rep. Al Ullman, fl-Ore., chairman of the
Ways and Means Committee, indicated
that a new compromise might be attempted.
"'Me President is in trouble with his
program.... We ate in trouble with our program.... Maybe we can talk. This is too important for politics," Ullman declared.
He also said, "It is not a case of backing
off and accepting the President's
program. We both have a new position to
start from."
Ullman added he was talking about
reports that Secretary of Commerce
Rogers C.B. Morton had urged Ford to
remove the second $1-a-barrel oil import
tariff. Such a step would be a White House
gesture toward compromise with
Congress, where there is strong antita riff
sentiment.
As part of his energy program, Ford has
imposed a $2-a barrel tariff on imported oil

State Wednesday

State Consultant Wants To
Change Environmental Ideas
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Say the word
"environment" and the next word a lot of
people think of is "pollution."
Terry Wilson, an environmental
education consultant for central Kentucky,
wants to change that.
"Kids need to be made aware of environmental problems — but also of other
things...the relationship of living
things...the way man is dependent on his
environment.
"By the time they get to the ninth grade,
kids have heard so much about pollution
they're sick of it."
Wilson proposes integrating environmental education with other, more
traditional subjects taught in school.
Hired for the central Kentucky region
under a federal program designed to
stimulate innovative and experimental
projects in education ( Title 3 of the federal
Elementary and Secondary Education
Act)", Wilson's goal is to help students see
the relationships between the things that
surround them.
To him study of the environment means
the study of "everything around me —

which affects what's inside."
He said traditional education is not conducive to that outlook.
"We spend so much time taking relationships that exist and breaking them into little subject areas," Wilson said. "We
should teach kids that everything one does
influences things others do."
One way to integrate environmental
education with other subjects such as
math or the social sciences is to move the
classroom outdoors part of the time.
"Very few people are going to spend

their lives inside a classroom," Wilson
said. One reason we have so many environmental problems is that nobody lives
outside."
He has been developing a series of learning activities which can be incorporated
into classrooms routines from the primary
grades on up.
"Most teachers don't have time to
develop new programs," Wilson said,
"and there are few texts that teach the
child about his environment and get him
Interested."
(See Environment, Page 16)

Investigations Of Deaths Need
To Be Improved, Crawford Says

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Investigations of deaths at the Kentucky
State Penitentiary need to be improved, a
state police detective and two state corrections officials have told the Governor's
Select Commission on Prisons, which is
L .probing charges of misconduct at the
prison.
Detective Iris Crawford said Wednesday
bodies are often removed before he arrives
at the prison to investigate a murder or
suicide, and sometimes evidence is disturKentucky State Police report four per- bed.
Crawford, who has just completed an insons killed in state traffic accidents Wedat
nesday, bringing the toll in the state so far vestigaton of 10 murders and 10 suicides
he
said
the
prison
1972,
since
Jan.
1,
this year to 372, compared to 319 at this
believes all of the deaths reported as
time last year.
suicides
were actually suicides.
Police identified the victims as:
Some inmates have told the Cinrrussion
—Thomas Riley, 87, of Paducah, killed
in McCracken Coulity, just .south of during the hearings that they suspected
that two of six suicides last year were acPaducah. State police said he pulled onto a
tually murders.
county road in front of another car, which
Prison superintendent Henry Cowan and
struck him broadside.
Ruth Stevens,
63, Royalton. A truck slid and struck her state Corrections Commissioner Charles
car, knocking her off the road, police said. Holmes both agreed that new rules on hanKenneth Malone, 16, just west of Toll- dling of prison deaths are needed. And
Cowan suggested state police detectr:e be
esboro in Lewis County. Malone was riding
to work at the penitentiary.
assigned
a motorcycle when he collided with aThe conunission concluded its three
pickup truck.
Patricia Hughes, 35,
days of hearings with a request that
Rivisell Springs, lost control, crossed the
anyone having factual information about
center line and slammed into another car
conditions at the prison contact comon KY 61.

Four Killed In
Accidents Across

and has said he will increase it to $3. Ford
also has called on Congress to replace the
tariff eventually with a tax of $1-abarrel on
all oil, U.S.-produced as well as imported
oil, a tax of 37 cents a 1,000 cubic feet on
natural gas and an end of price controls on
oil and natural gas.
I See Energy,Page 161

member of the minority be present for
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Republicans
hearings, Stanton said in announcing the
boycotted a hearing today by a new House
cancellation to Colby, who already had
intelligence subcommittee focusing on the
taken his place in the witness chair before
Central Intelligence Agency's own secret
a packed hearing room.
probe of its misdeeds. The boycott forced
Nedzi resigned after several days of
cancellation of testimony by CIA Director
Democratic infighting prompted by his
William E. Colby.
acknowledgement that he had been given
Subcommittee chairman James V. Staninformation more than a year ago that CIA
ton, fl-Ohio, said the refusal of Republican
officials considered carrying out "some
members to attend the open hearing was
sort of assassinatons." Five Democrats on
"apparently prompted" by the resignation
the committee accused him of doing
of Rep. Lucian Nedzi, D-Mich., as chairnothing about the information.
man of the full committee.
In a compromise move to head off
Asked to turn over secret material in addemands for Nedzi's resignation, the subvance of another meeting of the subcommittee was created and given responcommittee planned for next week, Colby
sibility for the CIA investigation. The indeclared: "I'll do it to the extent that I can
vestigation of other intelligence agencies
and still protect the secrecy of the
was left to the full committee.
material."
Asked about a newspaper account
Cancellation of Colby's testimony came
quoting him as saying he was informed the
shortly after Stanton declared that he
CIA had been involved in the assassinatknows of -successsful assassination plots"
tion of at least one foreign leader, Stanton
but refused to identify any victims. A subdeclared: "The reporter asked me, 'Do
committee member, Rep. Michael Haryou know of any successful assassination
rington, fl-Mass., said he believed Stanplots?' I responded yes."
ton's statement was based on "in-house
gossip."
Stanton was interviewed on the CBS-TV
While acknowledging that Stanton might "Morning News" about an account in
have gotten his information from a House today's editions of the Cleveland Plain
staff member who had received it from
Dealer. Asked for details about the "sucsomeone who knew, Harrigon said the in- cessful assassination plots," Stanton said:
telligence committee has been given no in- "I think the record will speak for itself
formation about assassinations.
when it becomes available."
Stanton's subcommittee is part of a
Rep. Robert N. Giaimo, D-Conn., said
committee Demcrats want Stanton to step larger special House intelligence comup to become chairman of the full in- mittee set up to investigate U.S. intelligence committee. "We want to get telligence operations. A Michigan newssomebody that we can all support and just paper said today the chairman of that
get this investigation started," Giaimo committee, Rep. Lucien Nedzi, D-Mich.,
said.
has declared he is quitting his post.
"It is shameful the way this has lagged."
(See CIA,Page 16)
House rules require that at least one

mission members through the governor's
office. Meanwhile, the commission will
study transcripts of testimony given at the
hearings before deciding what action to
recommend to the governor.

Postage Rates
To Climb Despite
Recommendations
NEW YORK (AP) — Firstclass postage
rates will increase this year despite contrary recommendations from an administrative judge, says Postmaster
General Benjamin F. Bailer.
A spokesman for Bailor in Washington
said the cost of mailing a first-class letter
would probably rise to 12 cents.
The Postal Rate Commission is currently considering a proposal by Judge
Seymour Wenner to reduce first-class
postage from 10 cents to 8.5 cents while
sharply increasing the rates in other
classes.
Bailar told the New York Postal
Customers Council that the judge's plan is
"no good for anyone," He said that even if
the commission adopts it, the,Postal Service will exercise its option to set new
"temporary" rates after a 90-day waiting
period.

Steve McCuiston, Calloway Co. FFA member and newly elected State FFA
President, is'Malvin a trophy for winning the 1975 Dairy Production Contest
This award was presented by Ellis Johnston, of-Johnston Alternator Sales(Windpower Company) at the recent FFA Convention held at the Gak Howse in
Louisville, Kentucky.
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cape-7:45,9:35 + 3:00 Sat. Sun.
vegetables, raisins, dried
fruit, ice cream, pudding,
Bring The Familv-Save A Bundle & Smile, Smile, Smile
cookies They may come up
with some "wild" combinations, but that can add to their
enjoyment of nutntious foods

BIRTHS

Penny Homemakers Club Meets At
Home Of Mrs. Richard Armstrong

Bridal Shower Given For
Miss Kathy Coleman Here

Miss Ann Herron Speaker For
Alpha Department Luncheon

—Reg.S2.95

Perkins Pancake & Steak House -.U.s. 641 North

Thru Wed.

BURT
REYNOLDS it
YOUR OLD WATCH IS WORTH UP TO S50.00
REGARDLESS OF ITS AGE, MAKE OR CONDITION

ELLEN BURSI YN
KRIS KRISIOFFERSON
ALICE
HERE
UVE
'T
DOESN
ANYMORE

WHEN YOU TRADE IN FOR A NEW

1st Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat.

Late Show Fri.-Sat. 11:40 - Refinements

of Love"(X) 18 or over N

This month we want
to sell 100 new gents
and ladies Bulova or
Accutrons To do this
we're trading wild
as Indians! Try us!!

MICHELSON'S'
eitlefe6,
Bel-Air Shopping
mirfray.

_
*Open Doily 10-6
•Open late Fri.
•Plenty Free Parkin
•Terms Available
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By Abigail Van Buren
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The Baptist Women of
Kirksey Church met in the
home of Mrs. Orland Tubbs on
Thursday, June 5, at 7:30 p.m.
for the monthly program
meeting.
"English Language Church
Overseas" was the subject of
the study with Miss Faye
Boggess as the lader. The
Prayer Calendar was read by
Mrs. H. I. Treas with the
scripture from Psalms 27:1-14.
Others taking part in the
program were Mrs. Jim
Washer, Mrs. Jackie Treas,
Mrs. R. W. Blakely, and Mrs.

21RIMITS
ALL
SUMMER
LONG!

je rie7serit
Pane
ia—
,_ strvi

wereMrS. W. A.
Erwin, Mrs. Phillip Bazzell, and
Mrs. Jack Cain.
Mrs. Jack Cain presided at
the business meeting. Mrs. Jim
Washer . was elected as
president. Mrs. Jackie Treas,
Mrs. W. A. Erwin, and Mrs.
Washer were named to the
nominating committee to select
a slate of new officers for the
new church year.

DEAR ABBY: You are the only person I can think of
who might be able to help. It's about my mother, Abby.
My father died four years ago(he was 71), arid my mother
is still carrying on hitt he died last week. She talks about
him constantly. She visits his grave every single day, and if
we don't go with her.every Sunday, she thinks we're ti
disrespectful.
Every holiday is turned into a day of mourning because
Mother insists on all of us going to the cemetery with her to
cry over Papa's grave.
We loved our father, too, but don't you think four years of
mourning is long enough?
Mother's doctor told her it's time she snapped out of it,
but it hasn't helped her any.
Isn't there something we can do?
MOTHER TROUBLE

PERSONAL
—S1

DEAR TROUBLE: Yes. Tell your mother's doctor that
simply telling a deeply troubled woman to "snap out of it"
is not much help. She needs treatment to resolve her grief
and resume a normal life. Her daily visits to the cemetery
and constant talk of her deceased husband are symptoms of
her illness. And if her doctor doesn't clearly see this, find
one who does.

Miss Cynthia Jo Thornton
Rev. and Mrs. Joe Pat Thornton of Murray Route Two announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Cynthia Jo, to Eugene Hester, son of Radford Hester of
Kirksey Route One and Mrs. Dorothy Dick of Paducah.
The bride-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School. She
is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Marshall of Murray
Route Two and the late Mr. and Mrs. James Dillon Thornton. Mrs.
Frank Lawrence of Murray is her maternal great grandmother.
The groom-elect is employed by Asplundh Tree Expert Company. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hester of Benton
Route Three and Mrs. Annie Brewer of Paducah and the late Guy
Brewer.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, August 2, at 6:30 p. m.
at the North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church
with the reception to follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend both the wedding and the reception.

DEAR ABBY: Ten months ago, I met this wonderful
man, and we fell in love. We plan a December wedding. I am
24, He's 29.
One thing bothers me. Three years ago, I chose to have an
abortion. No one knows about it, and I want to block it out
of my mind forever. I know I did the right thing and have no
guilt feelings about it, but here's the problem:
Recently, my fiance said that he wanted me to know all
about his past, so he confessed to a few past love affairs. I
didn't consider any of them very serious. Then he said he
had the feeling that something in my past was bothering me
because it "shows."(He couldn't possibly know anything.)
I wonder if I should tell him about the abortion. He seems
to be very understanding. But what if he isn't? If! told him
and he were to throw it up to me later, I couldn't stand that.
Should I tell him?
NEEDS ADVICE

ATTEND WEDDING
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Warner
and sons, Bryan, Brett, and
Alan, and Mrs. C. G. Warner,
Sr., all of Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. John Warner and son,
John, Jr., of Elizabethtown
have returned to their homes
from Birmingham, Ala., after
attending the wedding on June 7
of their nephew and grandson,
Gary Warner Schrader, son of
Gen. and Mrs. (Marium
Warner) Henry Schrader of
Potornac, Md., and Joan
Graham, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Stanley Graham of Birmingham. Bryan and John, Jr.,
were ushers at the wedding. The
group also attended some
prenupilal events for the bridal
coup*

New Glamour In
Long Dress Fashions
From Bright's
Important days and nights will take
on new glamour in long dress fashions
from Bright's, your fashion leader!
Our superior collection includes all
of the latest looks for summer '75.

DEAR NEEDS: Since you don't know how
North Fork News-"understanding" he would be and you don't feel the need to
"unburden" yourself—keep mum. I think your fiance is
fishing. Don't bite.
I
I
DEAR ABBY: This is for."UPTIGHT MOM," whope
4-year-old kid refused to eat anything but peanut butter and
jelly handwiches and chocolate chip ice cream:
By Mrs. R. D. Key
I have three kids and they've never had an eating
Jenkins family this week. Mike
May 23, 1975
problem. Know why? Because kids eat only what you have
will join her here this weekend
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes and they will be moving from
in the house. I never have junk foods around. No sugar
drinks, cookies or candy. Only nutritious foods, fresh fruit, and son, Mitch, honored Bro._ _ Milan to Iowa.
vegetables and milk. That's what they eat for snacks and Mrs. Jerry Lee with a
Milford Orr was admitted to
because that's all they can find.
dinner on Sunday, May 18, to the V. A. Hospital in Nashville,
Also. I never take my kids along when I go marketing celebrate their daughter,
Susan Tenn., Tuesday where he will be
because kids want everything they see advertised on TV. Lee, on
her 21st birthday. Mr. treated and have tests for high
Personally, I'd be ashamed to call my doctor and tell him
and Mrs. R. D. Key and Bro. blood pressure.
my 4-year-old kid was giving me orders.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas VanJust give the kids what YOU think they should eat, and if and Mrs. Warren Sykes and
they don't want it, they can go without. Pretty soon they'll son, Mitch, Bro. and Mrs. Jerry dyke were in Rhea Clinic
Lee for dinner on the Saturday
get hungry enough to eat anything.
Wednesday for a check up with
MOTHER OF THREE before in honor of their grand- Dr. Miner and Dr. Newman.
daughter Susan's birthday.
Reports were good and both are
CONFIDENTIAL. TO S.O.S. IN NAPLES, FLA.: I
Mrs. Nathanial Orr had
improving.
can't help you unless you give me more information. What surgery at the Henry County
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins is staying
were the circumstances? If you shoot someone, you can be Hospital last week. Bro. Glynn
with her grandson, Terry Orr,
jailed—or decorated. It all depends upon the circumstances! M. Orr
visited her Tuesday.
while his father,: Milford, is in
Robert Orr remains quite ill
the hospital.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal in Henry County Hospital.
Bro. Warren Sykes was in to
Mrs. Tom Wilson and Mr. and
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
see Dr. Newman Wednesday.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Mrs. Clerris Wilson attended
He had bronchitis and was
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to the homecoming near Martin
confined to his bed for a few
Know," send 51 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., last Sunday.
days.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
Bro. A. D. Vaden was taken ill
Mrs. Tom Wilson visited the
self-addressed. stamped (20t) envelope.
while visiting his son, Richard,
Clerris Wilsons' Thursday and
in Mississippi, and was in the
Friday.
hospital there a week. He is
Luncheon Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Gelatin molds
some better and able to be back
Paschall and Mrs. Charlie
You don't need a fancy at church Sunday.
Wicker visited Cecil Paschall
Oaks Country Club
expensive mold for molding
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brandon
Monday
afternoon.
The ladies day luncheon will gelatin desserts or salads. visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Orr and
pans,
baking
can
use
You
be served at the Oaks Country
Vandyke on Tuesday.
baby spent the weekend with
Club on Wednesday, June 18, at metal mixing bowls measurHoward Morris visited his
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cryer
ing cups, small paper cups,
noon.
saucepans and empty plastic brother, Odie Morris, in the
of Obion.
Reservations should be made whipped topping containers. hospital on Sunday. He is still
Mrs. Terry Sills of Paducah
by noon Monday by calling Judy Unmold on your prettiest very sick.
spent the day with Mr. and Mrs.
Baucum phone 753-7456, or plates or playo.s.. and garMrs. Mike Jenkins and son,
Douglas Vandyke Thursday.
Shirley Toon, phone 753-1436. nish.
Kit, are here visiting the Morris
Mrs. Sills, Mrs. Vandyke, and
Mrs. R. D. Key visited Mrs. Ella
Morris in the afternoon.
Mrs. Charlie Wicker was in
Paris, Tenn., Monday to see Dr.
Newman. Her blood sugar was
high.
Bun Wilson visited Bro.
Warren Sykes Thursday afwhen the
family
ternoon.
Pays Saturdayr
Bonnie Kuykendall of Detroit,
reu...ala
Mich., visited Mrs. Ella Morris
price
Tuesday afternoon.
June 14th• Dad
Arlin Paschall visited Mrs.
Ella Morris and daughter,
gets in for
Jessie, Thursday morning.
half-price!
Gaylon Morris visited Bro.
Warren Sykes Friday morninir •

May Persons &Mil N In North
Fork Ma; Visitors In Mao/ Homes

New Bo,I vsli ps

Select from beautiful florals, prints

New bodyslips cut and
shaped like dresses are
made frbm a stretch fabric
of nylon and spzindex

OPEN
FRIDAYS
'TIL 8

and solids.. one that is just
right for you. Junior, missy and halfsizes priced at 30.00 to 72.00

9RMIITS
Show Your Fashion Authority
For Summer '75 . . .

Sunny Day
Pantsuits!

KENTUCKY LAKE MUSIC BARN
June 14th

is

'OW('

Billie Jo Spears

Card Party Is

SATURDAY, JUNE 21, — 8:00 P. M.

Planned Her€

from the
In person
'Grand Ole Opry'
and her No. 1 Record 'BLANKET ON THE GROUND'

Its A Season Of Care-Free
Colors And Easy-Core Textures!

Ph/ s

*Jim Taylor

*Terry Willie

*Cumberland Cut-Ups

GENERAL ADMISSION: S3.00 — Children under 5 FREE
Advance tickets available at Judy'; and Shere's Beauty Salon Bel-Air Shopping Center

KENTUCKY LAKE MUSIC BARN
14 Miles South of Murray on 121

Wagon
The
Welcome
Newcomers Club will have a
card party on Thursday. June
26, at 730 p.m. at the show
room of Parker Ford, Inc.
Many gifts will be available
for prizes. Persons are urged to
get up their own groups for any
type Of table games. Refveshments will be served.

Keep that sunny day feeling all summer long...you can in cool and
refreshing pantsuits from Bright's. Hurry in and browse through this
area's largest and most complete collection of flattering styles in
summer's most wanted colors and textures. Junior,pnd missy sizes at
your fun-in-the-san headquarters, Bright's! 32.00 to 00.00

419`

PA

The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
•

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc.

R. Gene.McCutcheon,editor

Editorials and opinionated artacies on this page are presented for
the purpose of Providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinions. Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to &nit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an Individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.

Rain, Warm Nights May Bring
A Yard Mowing Record Year

I started mowing earlier than this one,
though, mowing for the first time in 1973 on
March 24. This year, I didn't start until
April 5, two weeks later, and already I've
caught up with the 1973 pace.

'or up?"

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 12,the 163rd
day of 1975. There are 202 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1665, New York City was
incorporated under English law.
On this date —
In 1630, the first governor of the
Massachusetts Bay Company, John Winthrop,sailed into Salem Harbor.
In 1838, the Territory of Iowa was
organized.
In 1940, Japanese planes bombed
Chungking, China.
In 1943, the Trans-Canadian Highway
was opened to traffic.
In 1944, the Germans launched flyingbomb attacks against Britain.

In 1963, the Mississippi black civil rights
Leader, Medgar Evers, was shot to death in
front of his home in Jackson, Mississippi.
Ten years ago: The generals of South
Vietnam once again took power from the
civilians by removing Premier Phanh Huy
Quat and Chief of State Phan Khac Suu.
Five years ago: The West German amhassador to Brazil was kidnaped by
terrorists in Rio de Janeiro.
One year ago: President Richard Nixon
was welcomed by cheering crowds of Eyptans on a visit to Cairo.
Today's birthdays: Banker David
Rockefeller is 60. Singer Vic Damone is 47.
Thought for today: It is the men, not the
houses, that make the city — a proverb.

State Pen May Be
In Its Final Years
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Beyond the
personalities and problems that engross
the governor's selection commission on
prisons looms the possibility, even
probability, that the state penitentiary is
in its final years.
The 19th century institution overlooking
the Cumberland River near Eddyville is
an anachronism whose defects become
more acute in a modern era.
It is so crowded with some 1,000 inmates
that any attempts at meaningful work,
healthy recreation, educational opportunity or rehabilitation are severely limited
under the best of conditions.
This is the heart of what the sevenmember commission may have to assess
after this week's public hearings at Gilbertsville are finished and a report is
made by July 1 to Gov. Julian Carroll.
The maximum security prison might be
phased out, with younger, first offenders
going to the proposed new $15 million
medium security institution whose site has
not been selected yet.
There has been talk of making the
penitentiary a museum to attract tourists,
complete with a genuine electric chair last
used more than a decade ago.
The Eddyville prison is doomed because
the thrust of up-to-date corrections
thinking is towards smaller regional
prisons with suitable groups of inmates
and better trained and educational personnel available.
Members of the governor's commission
occasionally asked some of the 12 randomly-selected convicts what they
throught should be done with the castlefacade structure. A few bitterly called for
tearing it down.
The commission seems aware that
facilities such as the penitentiary are
being disassembled or abandoned in other
states.
Members were given a copy of the Minnesota commission's report after similar
public hearing that sometimes echoed
Kentucky's prison difficulties.

Yet one key to the rehabilitative approach — if rehabilitation is anything
more than an illusion — is location of
specialized penal facilities where inmates
can be slowly acclimated to the pace of
civilian life and find jobs when they get
out.
The Eddyville institution is an obsolete,
depressing-looking building in a remote
rural area where the prisoners are safely
tucked away from law-abiding citizens.

Last year, 1974, I only mowed 15 times
during the year, beginning on April 4 and
mowing for the last time on November 9.
The last time I mowed in 1973 was on
October 15. I don't remember last summer
as being a particularly dry one, but for
some reason I didn't follow that mower
nearly as often as I had the previous two
years.
In 1972, I mowed a total of 22 times,
beginning on April 15 and mowing for the
last time on what we used to know as
Armistice Day, November 11. That year,
however,I didn't get around to mowing for
the 10th time, the point where I am at the
moment,until July 18, but from then on out
it was almost once a week.
+++++
I've often wondered how many miles I
walk and push that mower during a
summer. One of these days, I'm going to
hang one of those little pedometers on my
belt and find out.
It would be interesting to find out how
far I walk with one mowing and then
multiply that by the number of times the
yard is mowed in a season, and I'd have it.
I had better hurry up and do this, though,
before we get into this new metric system
very far. Instead of measuring the
distance I would walk behind the mower in
miles, it'd be in kilometers.
Someone has said we might as well get
used to saying 28.3 grams of prevention is
worth 453.6 grams of cure, for the metric
system is at hand. An ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure is among many
sayings apparently headed 182.88 centimeters - six feet - under.
++++±
Lye never been much of a yardman.
Neither was my father, nor his father

CIA Report At-A-Glance
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here are the
major findings, conclusions and recommendations of the Rockefeller Commission report on the CIA.

before him. Dad was a master gardener,
but he didn't do much to the yard other
than mow it, and when my brothers and I
got big enough, to see that we mowed it.
That was before the days of the power
mowers, too.
I enjoy pretty yards, though,like the one
Preutice Lassiter keeps,and I can imagine
the amount of time and effort that goes
into one like that.
We Garrotts traditionally have always
just sort of mowed whatever came up, and
I wish you could have seen my crop of
dandelions this spring. I had em! As well
as a passle of frowning neighbors.
+++++
One year in St. Louis, however, we
decided to try to keep up with some of our
more yard-conscious neighbors and
develop a pretty yard of our own. We had a
little more than half-an-acre at the time
and I brought in a load of crushed
limestone and spread all over it.
Then I sowed it real heavy with some
sort of seed one of the neighborhood experts suggested, and when it got a good
start, I fertilized it real good with some 1510-15 or something with a number about
like that.
Then we sat back to watch, but we didn't
get to sit very long. A timely rain or two set
if off and for the rest of the summer that's
all I did—mow the yard. By the time I
would finish on one side of it, it would be
time to start mowing again over on the
other side.
+++
I would come in from work, grab a bite
to eat and start mowing. It seemed it was
like that all summer. At times I felt like
just having the whole thing paved. I had to
keep mowing, though. If had stopped, you
couldn't have seen the house in a week!
I don't know what the chemical combinations were in all that limestone and
fertilizer, but it almost made an old man of
me long before my time.
Our oldest, Steve, was a teen-ager at the
time and he pitched in to help with the
mowing. One night at supper after he had
been mowing most of a terribly hot afternoon, he said to me:
"Dad, do something for me, willya?"
"Sure, son," I replied. "What's that?"
"Next year let's not fertilize the yard.
Okay?"
"Son, that's a deal!" I exclaimed,
getting up and shaking his hand on it. And
if I ever kept a promise to one of my
children, that was it right there!

1

4

working with you in a similar capacity in
future meetings.
Sincerely yours,
Russell N. Gallirnore
Chairperson Conference Committee
on Communications

Cancer Crusade Su_ccess
Dear Editor:
The Calloway County Cancer Crusade,
in the view of the Cancer Committee, was
an overwhelming success. Not only was
the goal reached but substantially surpassed.
The success of this annual project was
made possible through the efforts of many
concerned people. Some three hundred
volunteers made door-to-door calls
throughout the county and city. Businesses

were most charitable in their donations;
several organizations contributed time
and effort.
It is a pleasure to recognize and to say
thanks for the community spirit expressed
in this important and worthy cause.
Most sincerely,
Evelyn Allbritten, general chairman
Marie Crisp, Crusade co-chairman
Juanita Hatcher, Crusade cochairman

10 Years Ago

20 Years -Ago

The Employees of the Murray
Manufacturing Company voted yesterday
to accept a new contract for two years
between the company and the union.
Don Collins placed third in the State
Driving Contest, sponsored by the KenCollege Presbyterian Church will
tucky Jaycees, held at Harrodsburg.
initiate a new air conditioning unit this
Jean Ann Moubray, daughter of Mr. and
Sunday.
Mrs. Eulice Moubray, received one of the
Mrs. Gennie Roach, age 81, died ten scholarships given in the entire state
yesterday at her home on Benton Route by the Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America at the convention at Morehead.
Seven.
She is a 1955 graduate of Murray Training
Graves Hendon, local tire dealer, was School.
honored for forty years of service by the
Funeral services for PFC. Clarence
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, Grogan who was killed in action in Korea
Akron, Ohio.
on April 21, 1951, will be held June 15 at the
Free Will Baptist Church.
Perry Harrison, local Jersey breeder,
Bert Combs, candidate for the office of
exhibited the top three year old cow at the Governor of Kentucky, spoke yesterday in
Kentucky National Invitational Jersey the Circuit Court Room here. Lester
Show and Sale held at Louisville.
Nanny is his county chairman.

Neva Scull, Sharon Colson, and Dariel
Graham of Calloway County attended the
tenth annual 4-H Regional Resource
Development Conference held at Fontana
Village, North Carolina.

Funny Funny It arid
IN ISRAEL THEY ARE LAUGHING
(
,..Ye take two."
ABOUT. ..
A University of Jerusalem sophomore
recently made arrangements to elope with
When Henry Kaiser produced a mini-car his beloved, the daughter of one of his
In Israel he wanted to give the first one to neighbors. Sometime after midnight, a
David Ben Gurion. Ben Gurion refused on shadowy figure wrapped in a blanket
the grounds that he could not accept a gift. descended the ladder he had placed by her
So it was decided that the statesman would window. He carried her to his waiting car.
pay 25 pounds. But when Ben Gurion into and they sped away. Several miles down
his pocket he came up with a 50 pound note the road he unwrapped the delectable
and nobody had any change. Mrs. Ben bundle and discovered that he was
Gurion had the perfect solution. "David," carrying off the girl's grandmother, who
she said, "the cars are small ... why don't beat him up.

a health column from the

Insomnia
Insomnia, or the inability to
sleep a "normal" amount each
night, holds real terror for
many people.
Sleep performs a vital restorative function and has an
important bearing on both
physical and psychological
well-being. We tend to underestimate its importance until
we experience one or more
sleepless nights.
Besides its impact on our
physical energy level, loss of
sleep can have a serious adverse effect on our mood and
behavior.
There are so many variations among individuals that
it can be misleading to generalize about sleep requirements. The commonly held
belief that 8 hours Of sleep

is "normal" may be true for
most people, but certainly not
for everyone. What is right
for one person may be wrong
for another.
Someone who usually sleeps
well, but has been kept awake
by environmental conditions—
such as outside noises, too
little air, an uncomfortable
bed—or by psychological stress
or a discomforting medical
problem, will usually not
have any trouble sleeping
once the disturbing condition
has been remedied. Such sleeplessness is called "transient
insomnia."
"Chronic insomnia," on the
other hand, is not related to
any such identifiable factor.
Yet it occurs in as many as
15 percent of the population.
It is real but has no proven
cause.

elude: Eat moderately and
sensibly. Avoid heavy meals
late at night, and avoid stimulants. Take moderate exercise. Avoid daytime naps.
Have a relaxing routine before bed, perhaps reading or
watching TV. If sleep doesn't
come, don't lie in bed and
worry about it. Instead, get
up and read, or watch a latenight TV mentie until drowsy.
A physician will prescribe
drugs if he feels they are
needed to induce sleep Sleeping pills are sometimes helpful
on a temporary basis, hut
should he taken only under
medical supervision.
For a fact sheet on Insomnia, write to National Institute of Mental Health, Room
9C-05, 5600 Fishers Lane,
Rockville, Maryland 20852.

When
patients suffering
from chronic insomnia—some
say they haven't slept in days
or months—are observed in a
hospital, it is usually found
that they in fact do sleep. This
apparent contradiction between belief and fact has been
explained through study of
brain recordings from such
_patients. These indicate the
deep sleep that normally takes
place' in the early part of the
night is diminished in insomniacs. The patient actually'
gets more sleep than he believes he does, but the quality
of that sleep is poor.
Treatment of chronic insomnia depends upon the recommendations of a physician.
But sonic general guidelines
that may help insomniacs
overcome sleeplessness in-

Let's Stay Well

Physicians For Small Towns

Bible Thought

The Murray Ledger & Times

Dear Editor:
We thank you for your recent help in
publishing the activities of the Memphis
Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church which met in Murray,
Kentucky.
We hope we will have the opportunity of

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

((ft Nal'SW

MAIL: For more than 20 years, the CIA
intercepted mail between the United
States and the Soviet Union, handling up to
4.3 million pieces of mail a year and
opening as many as 13,000 letters year.
SURVEILLANCE: During the late 1960s
and early 1970s, Operation CHAOS inserted agents into domestic dissident
RECON WEND4TKINS
groups and compiled files on 7,200
The National Security Act should be
Americans in an effort to uncover a
amended to make clear that CIA activities
foreign influence behind domestic unrest.
must be related to foreign, not domestic,
A simultaneous operation infiltrated
intelligence.
dissident groups in the Washington, D.C.,
With certain exceptions, the President
area to determine if they planned acshould prohibit the CIA from the collection
tivities against the CIA.
of information about the domestic acFive investigations, some involving
tivities of U.S. citizens.
wiretaps and other physical surveillance,
The President should recommend to
were directed against newsmen suspected
Congress creation of a joint congressional
of receiving classified leaks while inoversight committee.
vestigations of agency personnel identified
A similar oversight committee should be
as security risks involved such "invalid
created within the executive branch.
techniques as breakins, wiretaps and
All files on the domestic activities of
bugging.
American dissidents should be destroyed
DRUGS: From 1953 to 1963, the agency
following completion of the various conconducted "a clearly illegal" program to
gressional investigations now in progress
There are some obstacles to modertest the influence of drugs on humans, innizing this state's prison system, though
cluding the administration of LSD to percorrections officials may be reluctant to
sons without their knowledge.
discuss them openly.
POLITICS: A CIA agent was infiltrated
Foi one thing, the majority of Keninto the campaign of an unidentified
tuckians don't seem care much about
congressional candidate sometime during
prison reform. There is a widespread
the 1970s and furnished the agency with
For God so loved the world, that
feeling that, after all, the inmates comreports of behind-the-scene campaign ache gave his only begotten Son,
mitted crimes and compassion should be
tivities.
that whosoever believeth in him
reserved for the victims.
FILES: The CIA maintains intelligence
Former court of appeals chief justice
files on 57,000 Americans plus some 800,000 should not perish, but have
commission
Osborne,
the special
Earl
active and inactive security files on in- everlasting life. John 3:16.
counsel, is keenly aware and responsive to
The only difference between
dividuals connected with the agency in
the mant shortcomings of the Eddyville
some way, including 75 current members belief and belie is the addition or
prison.
of Congress.
subtraction of one letter. It is the
Yet in quiet fury, after a prisoner comKENNEDY: There is no credible
same
letter that changes a lie to a
plained the guards showed him no respect,
evidence to support allegations that the
Osborne bluntly read the inmate the
CIA was involved in the assassination of life.
details of the crime for which he is being
punished—a particularly brutal murder of
an elderly couple near Hopkinsville.
Another roadblock to innovative prison
planning is the reluctance of communities
The Murray Ledger It Times is published
carriers. 52 25 per month, payable initadvance
across Kentucky to accept a prison, no
every afternoon eiicept Sunday* July 4 Christ.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton Hor
mos Day New Year s Day and Thanksgiving by
matter with what assurances.
din Mayfield Sedalia and Farmington Ky and
Murray Newspapers Inc. 103 N 4th St
Paris. Buchanan arid Puryeere Tenn S t 2 50 per
The new medium security version, for
_
Murray Ky. 4,2071
year By mail to other destinations 527 50 per
example, has drawn no takers from among
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
year
contrary
the
the
On
civic boosters.
42071
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press
prevalent attitude seems to be that such an
AssoCiotion and Southern Newspaper
else's
someone
fnnear
S4jBSC4OPTION
RATES—
fine
is
orttos—nerverd—br---institution
,
palishers A ssociation.,
r
city

Methodists Thanks

Understanding Mental Health

President John F. Kennedy.
Some of the CIA domestic activities
were plainly unlawful and constitued improper invasions upon the rights of
Americans.
Some illegal and improper activities
"were initiated or ordered by Presidents,
either directly or indirectly."
"A detailed analysis of the facts has convinced the commission that the great
majority of the CIA's domestic activities
comply with its statutory authority."
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Letter To The Editor

Garrott's Galley

By M. C. Garrott
With all the rain and warm nights we've
been having, I'm going to have another
record year of yard mowing, according to
the record I keep on the garage wall of the
times I mow.
As of June 10 of this year, I had mowed
...Ltle„Karlfront and back 10 times. That is
almett exactly the pace fwei.-golsig in
1973, which was my record year with 24
mowings. That year, I mowed for the 10th
time on June 9.

OPINION PAGE

By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
Scarcity of physicians is worse
in small communites and in
rural areas.
This maldistribution of medical doctors is growing more
severe, in spite of the fact that
the number of new physicians
graduating from medical
schools is increasing more
rapidly than the general population.
Accoiding , to the American
MeilicalAssociation, 69 counties
in the "United States in 1945
lacked a resident physician, and
by 1973 a total of 138 counties had
an physician living in them.
A.M.A.'s secretary on rural and
community health, Bond Bible.
Ph.D., commenting on this
situatiion. said, "What happened
was that country doctors in
practice grew old, retired, or
died. and 1)6 yOuhg -ductorrcarne
o take their place"

Efforts are underway to 3. Increase hook-ups by phone
reverse this trend by trying to to computFrs to aid in diagnosis
select medical students who and treatment.
show an interest in small-town 4. Encourage small group
family practice and to work out practices. These give some relief
methods to assure their con- from constant responsibility,
tinung medical education after often provide better facilities.
and help to avoid intellectual
they are in practice.
Other ways are being con- isolation
sidered to improve health care 5. Increase the use of nurses
and physician assistants: with
in rural areas, such as.
1. Offer financial help to medi- referral of the more serious
cal students and young physi- cases to physicians.
cians who take part of their 6. Increase the We of amtraining in such areas. See that bulances. helicopters and planes
Medicare and health insurance to transport emergencies and
plans pay country physicians at complicated cases to centers for
the same rate as city docters. care.
rather than the lower rates now To accomplish such objecan organized community
in use.
2 Require !a udents and rest- effort is essential.
dents who are training for the
specialty of family medicine to Q: Meti H.. T. asks it taking
take part of their training in thyroid tablets actually stimulates the thyroid gland to produce
such areas.

BLAS1NGAME

more thyroid.
A: Thyroid tablets are used by
the body to supply its thyroid
needs and do not stimulate the,
person's thyroid to produce more
thyroid hormone but only supplement the amount put out by
the thyroid glcfrid.
--•
Q1 Mrs. N. A. wants to know
the cause of premature aging of
the Ain.
The skin ages or thins out
more rapidly in some persons
than others, and the rate of
aging is genetically related -- an
inherited tendency. Also, excessi v e exposure to the
ultraviolet rays of sunlight is'
now regarded as a common
cause of premature aging.
Therefore, avoid excessive sun
exposure to prevent such skin
damage. °won thin1 IAia, •Iltnihraw
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GE

Murray Appliance

[975

i=e111
111
111
1I
Now!Get

Tremendous Savings on GEAppliances &Television!

ar capacity in

Committee

S111.1

Ladies and Gentlemen! It is time for the biggest sale of the year on GE Appliances at Murray Appliance. Again this year we
are bringing you the best in Price and service. Also Murray Appliance would like to say THANK YOU very much for in a
number of short years you people have made us the largest GE Dealer in our zone. We at Murray Appliance are going to
continue to repay you with Honest Deals and Good Fast Service!

5
eir donations;
tributed time

GE AUTOMATIC DRYER

GE FILTER-FLO.
WASHER

Permanent Press Cycle

Permanent Press Cycle

.ze and to say
iirit expressed
iy cause.
Tat chairman
o-chairman
r:rusade co-

Big family size oven
•"Easy-to-Clean" cooktop
• Accurate pushbutton controls for Hi-Speed
Calroe surface units
• Raised cooktop edge
catches spillovers
• Removable oven door for
easier oven cleaning
• Removable storage drawer

Permanent Press Cycle

• 3 temperature selections
• Permanent Press cycle
• Manual selection of drying
time from 0 to 130 minutes
• Separate start button
•"Up-front" lint filter

• 3 wash/ rinse-temperature
combinations
• 3 water-level selections
• Filter-Flo System traps lint
as it washes
• Activated soak cycle
• Heavy-duty GE motor

1E-Budget Prited-RANGE

GE FILTER-FLO'
WASHER
• 3 wash/rinse-temperature
combinations
• 2 wash/spin speeds
• Choice of 3 water levels
• Filter-Flo g System traps lint
as it washes
• Activated soak cycle

Model 00E5200P

Model WWA5500P
Model WWA7050P

Model J302R

.V

he Murray
Led yesterday
or two years
he union.
in the State
by the Ken•odsburg.
Ler of Mr. and
red one of the
e entire state
memakers of
at Morehead.
rray Training

C. Clarence
lion in Korea
June 15 at the

r GE Two-Door

GE NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR

GE REFRIGERATORFREEZER

REFRIGERATOR
11.8 cu. ft., only
28" wide, 61" high

• Zero-degree freezer has
3.79 cu h. storage
capacity
• Only 30' wide, 64" high
• Two Ice 'n Easy trays
under protective package
rack
• Automatic defrosting in
refrigerator section

• Big 4.3 cu h. freezer
can reduce shopping trips
• 2 Ice 'n Easy cube trays
• Two adjustable shelves
• Roll-out wheels
• Power saver switch helps
reduce operating cost
• Optional automatic icemaker available at extra
cost
1
2" wide,64" high
• Only 30/

.

Model TB 14SR

Model TB 125R

At Murray Appliance we treat every sale as it was the first one with down to
DEPARTMENT and quality Factory Trained Service Men!

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Room Air Conditioner
•Choose from our complete
selection—from portables to
full size units! There's a
model to fit every need and
every pocketbook.
•Many models equipped with
power saving features that
save up to 36% in operating
costs compared to our regular
models of comparable capacity!
•Don t miss these fantastic
values now on display!

honesty backed by a FULL SERVICE

your choice of
convertible or built-in
•Power Scrub' cycle
-scrubs" even the dirtiest
casseroles, pots or pans
sparkling clean with
brushless water action
•3 other selections,
including Normal Soil,
Light Soil, Rinse & Hold
•Installation kit available
for use now or later

GE FOOD FREEZER
11.8 Cu. ft.
• Only 28" wide, 61" high
• 3 refrigerated shelves for
fast freezing plus top cold
plate
• Door shelves and Nice can
rack
• Door lock, self-ejecting key
• Foods easy to see and reach
• Freezer living-- economical,
convenient

Mode GSC461 Converfible
• de' GS0481 s1,.„

YOUR
CHOICE

GE CONVERTIBLE
DISHWASHER

GE PORTA COLOR - TELEVISION
10" diagonal

Rolls where needed now
can be built in later

• 2-cycle wash selection normal soil, rinse 8 hold
• Built-in soft food disposer
• Tuff Tub' interior
• Dual detergent dispenser
• Faucet-fl unicouple
• Wood top optional at extra
cost
Model GSC41

'

••

• Famous Porta Color
chassis, incorporates
many solid state devices
• New slotted mask "in-line"
picture tube system
• 70 position solid state
UHF "click in tuner
• Pre-set VHF tuning
• Includes pillow speaker
• Includes antennas tor both
UHF and VHF
Model HE 5212WD

18000 BTU
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"POISCRUBBER"'DISHWASHERS
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•

• No-drip cooktop and
fluorescent lamp
• Tilt-lock Calrod surface'
units with accurate
pushbutton controls
• Floodlighted oven
• Removable picture window
oven door
,• 3 storage drawers

Model TBF•18VR

• the office of
yesterday In
here. Lester
an.

m sophomore
s to elope with
of one of his
midnight, a
in a blanket
placed by her
s waiting car,
11 miles down
hie delectable
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Big 23" Oven

15.e Cu- ft.

13.6 cu.ft.Two-Door

•Zero-degree freezer has
2.60 cu. ft. storage
capacity
• Two Ice 'n Easy trays
• Automatic defrosting in
refrigerator section
• Three cabinet shelves
• Huge vegetable bin
• Butter compartment

GE 40" ELECTRIC RANGE

212 E. Main Street

-

348.00

EASY, FAST SIMPLE
FINANCING!
We only cam one
LINE OF APPLIANCES
GE
in order to give you
FASTER AND BMER
service with all
parts available
at all times!
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!

'228
GE COLOR TELEVISION

GE MONOCHROME TV

19" Diagonal

19" Diagonal
• 100% Solid State chassis

• GE Hybrid Reliacolor
chassis
• GE Sensitromc tuning
system
• GE Spectra-661e'
picture tube
• Patented GE Crystal
Color iitter

•"Plus 70' UHF Solid
State tuning system
• All Solid State VHF tuner
•"Silver Touch" 2-speed
Solid State tuning
• Insta-View' circuit
• Compensated contrast
control

Model CD7301WD

Owners: Howard Coy and John Simmons

Model UA0126VVD

Includes 5M50 Slaoa

Phone 753-1586

-
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Horton Loses Cool And
Attacks Frank Tanana
close pitch from the California their bats. Bruce Bochte
Dave
reliever
Angels' pitcher, roared out to greeted
the mound in a homicidal Lemanczyk with a two-run
frame of mind and triggered double in a five-run fifth and
the wildest free-for-all of the Lee Stanton later hit a grand
slam homer in the eighth, when
1975 baseball season.
By the time it was over, both California scored six times.
Yankees 5, Twins 1
teams stormed the field with
their feet and fists flying. The Rudy May scattered seven
untamed Horton did most of the hits for his fifth consecutive
damage, swinging at everyone triumph and Roy White drove
and everything, and a lot of in two runs as red-hot New
feelings were hurt, along with a York defeated the Minnesota
couple of egos. Oh, yes, the An- Twins. The Yanks nicked exgels went on to win that un- farmhand Mike Pazik, 0-4, for
disciplined first game of a dou- two runs in the second inning
bleheader 14-7. The second and two more in the fifth en
game was suspended because route to the 18th victory in
1-,44--the American League's 1 their last 23 games.
Royals 7, Indians 1
a.m. curfew law-tenth Detroit
winning 5-3 and will be com- Cookie Rojas unloaded a
three-run homer and rookie
pleted tonight.
"The last thing you want to Dennis Leonard gave up six
do is get Willie Horton mad," hits, leading Kansas City over
said Tanana, who said he was a Gaylord Perry and Cleveland.
Horton fan while growing up Rojas' homer, his first of the
season, highlighted a four-run
in Detroit.
The pitch that got the whole fourth inning.
thing started was an inside deA's 5, Brewers 3
livery that bruihed back the TiReggie Jackson's 12th home
ger strongman in the fourth inning. Horton gave Tanana a run of the season, a two-run
menacing look, then pointed a shot, triggered a four-run sixth
finger at the young California inning and propelled Oakland
pitcher and rushed to the over Milwaukee. A single by
Joe Ruth and Jackson's homer
mound.
Things were comparatively erased a 2-1 Milwaukee lead.
the After a walk to Gene Tenace
Sandy Sims,5-1 guard who led tame around the rest of
New
The
and a single by Billy Williams
League.
American
High
Catholic
Owensboro
Minthe
loser Jim Slaton, 3-8, a
beat
chased
Yankees
York
School's women's basketball
Rodriteam to a 21-5 record last nesota Twins 5-1; the Kansas wild pitch by Eduardo
Clevethe
guez
scored
Tenace.
whipped
Royals
City
Murray
season, will play for
State University next season, land Indians 7-1; the Oakland
Orioles 9, Rangers 8
Murray Coach Dew Drop A's stopped the Milwaukee
Ken Singleton's 10th-inning
OriBaltimore
the
5-3;
Brewers
Rowlett has announced.
its
the Texas RBI double gave Baltimore
Sims averaged 14 points for oles trimmed
victory over Texas. Dave Dunand
innings
10
in
9-8
Rangers
Owensboro Catholic last season
can, who had hit a pair of twoand was chosen to all-city, all- the Boston Red Sox turned run homers earlier in the
district, and all-regional teams. back the Chicago White Sox 9-7 game, started the 10th with a
She was also named to the All- in 14 innings.
Thomas. After
The donnybrook at Tiger Sta- single off Stan
Big 8 Conference team and was
Mark Belanger hit into a forfor
game
first
the
delayed
dium
honorable mention all-state.
ceout, Singleton lined his gameShe had a season high 26 points 20 minutes. Before things cal- winning hit to center field.
on
taken
had
Horton
down,
med
over
in a 45-35 Catholic victory
about a half-dozen Angels and a
Red Sox 9, White Sox 7
Ohio County.
of his own teammates
couple
excellent
Carl Yastrzemski's sixth
an
also
Sims is
student. She maintained an A who were trying to restrain home run of the season. a twoaverage her last two years in him. No solid punches were run clout in the 14th inning, lifted Boston over Chicago. Rich
high school, ranked eighteenth landed.
California led 2-1 when the Gossage hit Bernie Carbo with
in her graduating class of 210,
and was a member of National fight broke out. Afterwards, the a pitch before Yastrz,emski unAngels did their hitting with loaded.
Honor Society.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Frank Tanana used to worship Willie Horton from afar.
Up close, he's not so crazy
about him.
Tanana got a good look at his
boyhood hero Wednesday night
and didn't like what he saw or heard.
The tempestuous Detroit Tiger outfielder, enraged by a

Sandy Sims Signs
MU Scholarship

Giants Continue With
Housecleaning Of Team
By BRUCE 10WITT
AP Sports Writer
A few years ago, San Francisco Giants' Manager Charlie
Fox boasted: "Every team in
baseball wants our young players." Now it seems just about
every team in baseball has
them.
A couple of guys named Willie, namely Mays and McCovey,
and Orlando Cepeda started the
exodus from the City by the
Bay a number of seasons back.
True, they were veterans whose
years and salaries were catching up with them as far as the
Giants' coffers were concerned.
But after that, the kids began
escaping -„under orders of the
front office. Trades sent Bobby
Bonds, Ken Henderson, Dave
Kingman and Garry Maddox
packing - and on Wednesday,
FIRING AWAY-loaf Klein of the Little Cubs just missed a 'wEd Goodson was packing, too,
getting
from
away
out
one
only
was
he
as
night
hiner Wednesday
to Atlanta in a swap
heading
the gem. Klein pitched his team to a 13-0 win over the A's.
for Craig Robinson.
(stet Peale, by Mike Breedon)
"I don't know what happened. It's weird. We're all
gone," Goodson said. Well, not
quite. A few of them are left.
And on Wednesday, one of
League
National
By The Associated Press
them
kept the Giants within 4'2
East
American League
W L Pct. GO games of first-place Cincinnati
East
79 23 .558
Pittsburgh
W L Pct.
in the National League West.
1/2
28 23 .549
New York
29 22 .569
Boston
2
/
11
Gary Thomasson's three-run
.527
26
29
Chicago
.545
25
New York -30
29 26 .527
Philphia
25 28 .472
homer in the fourth inning carMilwaukee
26 26 .500
St. Louis
23 28 .451
Detroit
ried San Francisco to its fourth
18 30 .375
Montreal
23 30 .434
Baltimore
victory in five games, an 8-3
West
.426
31
23
Cleveland
35 24 .593
Cincinnati
West
romp over the Philadelphia
Los Angeles 34 26 .567
34 22 607 Oakland
Phillies. Willie Montanez 29 27 .518
S.Francisco
City 33 25 569 7
Kansas
28 29 .491
Diego
San
6
29
.500
who arrived from Philly when
29
California
25 32 .439
Atlanta
26 26 500 6
Minnesota
headed East - and
Maddox
141/2
22 40 .355
Houston
28 28 .500 6Texas
Chris Speier added two runs
Wednesday's Results
23 32 .426 10/
2
1
Chicago
_ Wednesday's Results
California 14, Detroit 7, 1st
California at Detroit 2nd suspended
New York 5, Minnesota 1
Kansas City 7, Cleveland 1
Oakland 5, Milwaukee 3
Baltimore 9, Texas 8, 10 innings
Boston 9, Chicago 7, 14 innings
Thursday's Games
Minnesota (Goltz 5-5 or Corbin 2-3) at New York (Dobson
6-5)
California (Figueroa 4-2) at
Detroit (LaGrow 4-4), (n)
Cleveland (Raich 2-0) at Kansas City (Busby 7-5), (n)
Oakland (Blue 9-4) at Milwaukee (Castro 1-1), (n)
Boston (Pole 1-1) at Chicago
(Bahnsen 4-5), (n)
Baltimore (Palmer 9-3) at
Texas (Bibby 2-51, (n)

batted in apiece. Greg Luzinski
knocked in all three for the
Phillies with a homer and a
two-run single.
In the rest of the NL it was
Houston 5, Pittsburgh 1; New
York 2, Los Angeles 1; Cincinnati 3, St. Louis 1, and San
Diego 3, Montreal 1. Chicago at
Atlanta was rained out.
Astros 5, Pirates 1
Larry Dierker fired a six-hitter to tame Pittsburgh's hot
bats and Enos Cabell tripled to
highlight a decisive two-run
second inning that gave the Astros their second straight victory after a nine-game tailspin.
Mets 2, Dodgers 1
Mike Marshall is no longer
Las*Aalliles' ace in the hole.
The Dodgers' top reliever, last
year's Cy Young Award winner
in the National League, put
himself in a ninth-inning hole
against the Mets when he
walked Rusty Staub and wildpitched him to second.
Then Mike Phillips took over.
He dropped Marshall's record

to 2-4 and raised his earned run
average to 3.56 with a groundsingle to right that scored
Staub and put New York within
half a game of first-place Pittsburgh in the East.
Padres 3, Expos 1
Blair
Dennis
Montreal's
walked the bases loaded in the
sixth inning, then Chuck Taylor
took over and gave up run-scoring fly balls by Mike Ivie and
Tito Fuentes.
San Diego's Folkers, making
his first start since 1973, stuck
around until the ninth inning,
when Danny Frisella bailed
him out of a jam, leaving the
bases loaded with Expos.
Reds 3, Cardinals 1
Don Gullett chalked up his
fourth straight victo-y and his
eighth ,tf tle agitsor - ansl he
did it with both his arm and his
bat.
He checked St. Louis on seven hits, losing a shutout on Ted
Simmons' ninth-inning homer,
and doubled to trigger the
Reds' two-run third inning.

San Francisco 8, Philadelphia

3
Chicago at Atlanta, ppd. rain
Cincinnati 3, St. Louis 1
Houston 5, Pittsburgh 1
San Diego 3, Montreal 1
New York 2, Los Angeles 1
Thursday's Games
Montreal (Rogers 4-4) at San
Diego (Freisleben 2-7)
Philadelphia (Carlton 5.5) at
San Francisco (Halicki 2-1)
Chicago (Reuschel 4-6) at Atlanta (Morton 6-6), (twi)
St. Louis (McGlothen 6-4) at
Cincinnati (Nolan 6-3), (n)
at
2-31
(Ellis
Pittsburgh
Houston (Roberts 3-7), (n)
New York (Matlack 7-4) at
Los Angeles (Sutton 10-4), In)
Friday's Games
Cincinnati at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, (n)
Houston at St. Louis, (n)
New York at Sat% Diego, (n)

ATLANTA (AP) - University of Florida linebacker
Ralph Ortega has become the
17th of 18 Atlanta Falcons
draftees to sign with the National Football League team for
the 1975 season.
Only California quarterback
Steve Bartowski, Atlanta's No.
I pick, remained unsigned
Wednesday, a team spokesman
said.
Ortega is a 6-foot-2, 220-pound
defensive star from the University of Florida.

IT FEELS SO GOOD-Keith Overbey of the Cubs smiles as he
comes around the base at second after hitting a homerun. Slapping
hands with Overbey is s'csecpnd baseman Paul Austin.

POLY 780

4 PLY POLYESTER
CORD -WHITEWALLS

4 tQ780*
FOR 4,%.0
B78-13 • C78-14

A70-13

F70-14
$21 55
G70-14

D70-14
$2605
E70-14 $2695

G70-15
H70-15

WORN OW SHOCK ABSORBERS CAUSE
EXPENSIVE TIRE VVhAR

SHOCK ABSORBERS SHOULD ALWAYS
BE REPLACED IN SETS OF 4 FOR
MAXIMUM SAT-f- 1 Y COMFORT AND
ECONOMY

POO TOW -00 -05 SRO*

Complete set of

• Lomplete i hassts luhru alion & nil 'lunge
• Ilelps ensure longer wrarIng parts A smooth.
rpoet performance • Please phone lot aprwunt
ment • Includes light trucks

Brake Overhaul

FRONT IND

ALIGNMENT
broke linirogs 4 wheels.
.Turn Drums •Arc linIngs
.Add fluid. clean front
Disc Brakes
wheel bean ngs. Inspect.
Sllyhtly Higher
repack bearings.
-

*A11 Tires Plys F. E. T. - $2.16 to$3.60

_II Gas economy U White Sidewall
III Magic Carpet Ride
II better handling

SO IMPORIAN, FOR 0000
ICONON Y
MN WEAR
NOW
095
ONLY $1

808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points
Phone /53-3164
Si
Hours Mon Ihru Fri 730 5 30
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Pirates And Cubs Get
Wins In Little League

By GEOFFREY MILLER
Szabo of Hungary 6-1, 6-2.
AP Sports Writer
Miss Evert will meet Olga
PARIS (AP) — ''The fans Morozova
of the Soviet Union
can shout their heads off," said
and Miss Newberry faces tough
The Cubs and the Pirates an RBI double by Wilson.
walked in a run, making it 8-4.
Eddie Dibbs after scoring a heMartina Navratilova, the rising
The only other inning where
wins in Little League
posted
Joe Oakley grounded out and
roic victory in the French In18-year-old star from Czechany scoring took place was in on the play, another run came in
play Wednesday night.
ternational Tennis Championoslovakia.
The games were complete the fifth when Keith Overbey and so with two out and men at
ships.
opposites as the first contest drilled a two-run homer for the second and third, the Pirates
have never known the fans
New Director
was a 13-0 runaway win for the Cubs.
were still behind, 8-5.
to make as much noise anyINDIANAPOLIS ( AP ) — Jim
Overbey had'three hits while
Cubs over the Athletics. In the
Darwin Bumphis drew a walk
where else, but it's great fun
Cook, former president of the
second contest, it was a wild Wilson, Klein and Tommy to load bases for Eddie
and I love it."
Ontario Motor Speedway in Calsixth inning that lifted the Workman each had two. Also Requarth. Requarth had hit a
A volatile French crowd of
ifornia, was named Wednesday
Pirates to their 9-8 win over the hitting safely were Kevin solo homerun in the first inning
10.000 cheered every point
as director of the newly formed
Calvin, Brad Miller, McCuiston, for the Pirates and he probably
Twins.
Dibbs scored Wednesday as he
marketing division of the U.S.
In the opener, Joel Klein had Darren Hooper and Spann.
had strong ideas about doing the
came back from 0-4 in the final
Auto Club.
Second Game
a no-hitter going with two men
same thing in the last inning.
set to defeat Raul Ramirez of
Cook runs a public relations
The Pirates were trailing 3-2
out in the sixth inning when
The strong ideas turned into
Mexico 4-6, 7-6, 6-1, 5-7, 6-4.
firm which will continue to opMarty McCuiston hit a solid after five innings of play and action.
The scene was typical of the
erate out of California and
single to rightfield. Klein after the Twins scored five
Requarth popped a shot into
Roland Garros Stadium, where
CALL IT JAMIE—Umpire Jamie Washer didn't have to take a lot of time to figure out whether or not
handle a variety of services for
retired the next man and settled times in the top of the sixth, it rightfield and soon as the ball
Dibbs was first man into the
ready
Getting
to
make the tag is Cub second
USAC, including sponsorships Marty McCuiston of the A's was out on this play at second.
looked like the game was over. hit the bat, the Pirates were out
for the one-hit gem.
semifinals in quest of a first
baseman Kim Wilson.
and contingency awards.
The key hits in the sixth for of the dugout. Requarth's grand
Klein chalked up 13 strikeouts
prize of $30,000.
(Staff Photos by Mike Breeder)
and walked only four batters. the Twins were run-scoring slam shot was the fourth Pirate
The gritty little man from
An 11-run first inning keyed singles by Mitch McClard and hit of the night.
• TENNIS . . .
Miami Beach, Fla., certainly
Requarth had three of those
PARIS — Defending cham- the win for the Cubs. Klein Sammy Smith. Ronnie Bryan
gave the crowd something to
tAn Chris Evert of Fort Lau- drilled a two-run homer for the and Mike Spoerner both walked four hits while Joe Oakley had
shout about. Ramirez was withderdale, Fla., moved into the big blow and then the next man for RBI's while Ben Underwood the other. For the losing Twins
in one point of a'Wleacl in the
semifinals
final set when Dibbs came
of the French Inter- to follow, Kim Wilson, ripped a was hit by a pitch with the bases who had 10 hits, Mitch McClard
jammed to drive in a tally.
paced the offense with three
national Tennis Championships, solo homer.
charging back to win six games
Coming to bat for the bottom base raps.
Other key hits in the frame
downing Kazuko Sawamatsu of
in a row. After the 3-hour, 40to the mound to get California at all and subsequently pinch Japan, 6-2,
By LARRY PALADINO
were two-run singles by Jerry' of the sixth, the Pirates were
Mickey Hutson and Ronnie
minute marathon, his feet were
6-2.
pitcher Frank Tanana in the hitter Mickey Stanley took over
AP Sports Writer
Spann and Keith Overbey and trailing 8-2.
Bryan each had two hits while
bleeding, and he went to a hosHorton's 2-2 count and struck
DETROIT t AP ) — Willie fourth inning of the Opener.
Robin Roberts wound up on Sammy Smith, Kim Kendall
pital for treatment.
Horton had to hit the dirt to out.
Horton just got tired of biting
first on a fielder's choice after and Barry Alexander each hit
Chris Evert of Fort Lauder"When I first went out there
avoid an inside pitch by Tanthe dust.
one man was out, Vic Marshall safely.
dale, Fla., who won the womana in the first inning and I was going to the mound to
despite
unleashing
But
his
anwalked and Tim Foster reached
The same teams will be
en's crown last year, gained
ger Wednesday night against when a Tanana offering came talk to him," Horton said of
oncaf,ielder's choice to jam the playing tonight but the opthe women's semifinals and is
the California Angels, he and in tight in the fourth it was just Tanana.
sacks.
ponents will be switched
hot on the trail of the title
Horton
Springstead said
Roberts scored on a passed around.
his fellow Detroit Tigers had to too much.
again. She defeated Kazuko
The Astros routed the Yanks 12-4 Wednesday evening in a
"I don't like to get mad," the pushed him aside along with
bite the bullet.
ball and Craig Darnell then
In the first contest at 6 R,m,
Sawamatsu of Japan 6-2, 6-2.
Kentucky League contest.
walked to again load the bases. the Pirates play the A's. In the
The Angels, who led just 2-1 muscular Horton said. -Maybe Angels catcher Ellie Rodriguez
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina
Terry Smotherman, who pitched one inning, got credit for
when a fourth-inning brawl it wasn't him Tanana) in par- as they tried to stop the Tiger
The second run of the inning nightcap, the Cubs meet the
reached the men's quarter-fithe win. John Scherer pitched five more innings for the
triggered by Horton broke out, ticular. Maybe it was just slugger from reaching Tanana.
came
home when Rich Rollins Twins.
nals, downing Onny Parun of
Astros.
"If I could have stopped him
destroyed the Tigers 14-7 in the things in the last couple weeks
New Zealand 6-2, 6-2, 7-6.
The Yanks scored single tallies in the first three innings
opener of their wild double- ... in the last three weeks I've then I wouldn't have need to
The two remaining quarter-fiand added another lone run in the fifth. The Yanks got just
BLOUSE & DRESS
kick him out," said Springsheader.
been on the ground eyed
,
—Correctionnals were scheduled for Thursone hit, that a single by Tom Gearheart.
Detroit led 5-3 after eight in- game. It's a pitcher's pre- tead, adding later that Horton
day, and Americans were inThe
Astros
scored
four
times
in
the first inning. Terry
nings of the second game but rogative to back you off the "is the strongest man in the
volved in both.
Smotherman and Gary Lahde each had basehits in the inning
will have to wait until tonight plate, but when the ball is up league. Nobody can hold him."
Harold Solomon, a clay court
Cute prints for summer casuals.
while Dwayne Smith had a run-scoring sacrifice fly.
He said he would not recomto finish up because of the high they're dealing with a felspecialist from Silver Springs,
Polyester-cotton. 44'45" wide
In the second, the Astros added three more runs and posted
mend a suspension today when
American League's 1 a.m. cur- la's life!
Md., faced the defending chamon
white or pastels. Easy care.
one
more
in
the
third
and
four
more
in
the
fourth
to
round
out
giving
incident
his
report
of
the
Despite claiming Tanana
few rule. The twin bill began at
pion, Bjorn Borg of Sweden,
the scoring.
6:05 p.m. Wednesday and was threw high inside pitches, Hor- to American League President
and John Andrews of Fullerton,
A two-run triple in the fourth inning by Gary Lahde was the
suspended at 1:10 a.m. — seven ton said the pitch that Lee MacPhail, even though secUncle Jeffs
Calif., ranked No. 47 in the
biggest hit of the contest.
hours and five minutes worth of prompted his actions — and the ond base umpire Larry Barnett
Shopping Center
United States and the big surLahde had three hits to pace the Astros' attack while
FABRIC CENTERS
baseball, brawling and rain de- subsequent clearing of both was knocked down trying to
prise of the tournament, was
Smotherman, Robert Stout, Smith and Gary Utley all had a
benches and bullpens — hit him hold Horton away from somelays.
paired against Adriano Panatta
hit apiece.
one when the tussle had moved
don't keep any hard feel- on the thigh.
of Italy.
to
the
front
of
the
California
Plate umpire Marty Springsings for anybody," Horton said
Also in the women's semiafterwards, considerably cal- tead, who ejected Horton after dugout.
finals is Janet Newberry of La
There were actually two
mer than when he charged out the melee, said it didn't hit him
Jolla, Calif., who beat Eva
bench clearings. The first lasted about 10 minutes. The second began almost immediately
after Tanana returned to the
mound. Both Tiger Manager
Ralph' Houk and Horton felt
Tanana should have been
ejected, too. They believed Horton had been hit, but Springs
Subrect to Inventory
tead said he hadn't been and
in his judgment, Tanana hadn '
deliberately thrown at him.
REMINGTON

Horton Said jjeltias JustGoing,
For TA-Windt ttp—tti-Bra

Astros Rip Yanks 12-4
In Kentucky League Play

PRINTS

974d

rab-ritie

Special Purchase Sale!

Anniversary
Celebration
This Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
June 13-14-15
at...

& Miniature Goff Course

Big Lindy
For the price of

A Full quarter pound of 100 per cent pure ground
beef, fresh from Gibson's Locker Plant, served on
a sesame seed bun with lettuce, onion, pickle, and
our special sauce.

WACO, Tex. { AP ) — Goody,
ill Industries and the Waco
Chamber of Commerce announced Wednesday they have
filed an application with the
National Collegiate Athletic Association to hold an all-star
football game Dec. 20 at Baylor
Stadium.
A spokesman for the organizers said that, if approved, the
game would match seniors
from the Southwest Conference
against seniors from the Big
Eight. Proceeds from the game
would go to Goodwill Industries.
A spokesman for Goodwill
said the NCAA indicated it
would approve the game.
BASKETBALL
NEW HAVEN, Conn. —
Carazo, assistant basketball
coach at Pennsylvania since
1969, was appointed head basketball coach at Yale.

• Weighs 61
/
2 lbs. plus bar
and chain
• Powerful 34cc or 2.1 Cu.
inch engine
• Automric Trigger Oiling
• Cuts trees up to 20 inches
thick
Retail Price 534"

25 A Game
Free Ice Cream Cone with each meal at...

19' Hamburger

Miniature Golf Course
1201 Chestnut

Open 9:30 a.m.-Midnight - 7 Days A Week

We would like to thank each of our fine customers
and hope you will keep visiting our business in the
years to come.

Thanks Again

Friday Morning
Ladies Summer League
Team
Smiths Poultry
Shirley's Garden Center
Crawford's Shell Station
Don's Auto Repair
Corvette lanes
D.& D. Body Shop
Palace uite
Jones Iron & Metal
High Team Game(SC)
Crawford's Shell Station
Smith's Poultry
Don's Auto Repair
Mgt, Team Game MCI
Crawford's Shell Station
Don's Auto Repair
Don's Auto Repair
High Team Series(SC)
Crawford's Shell Station
Don's Auto Repair
Jones Iron & Metal
High Tearn Series INC/
Don's Auto Repair
Palace Cafe
Jones Iron & Metal
High Ind. Game(9C)
Jeanette Williams
Jeanette Williams
Judy Hale
High Ind. Game(9C)
Jeanette Williams
Judy Hale
Joan Herndon
High Ind. Series(9C)
Jeanette Williams
Mary Smith
Judy Hale
High Ind, Series HC
Jeanette Williams
Judy Hale
Cala Henson
High Averages
Mary Smith
Jeanette Williams
Ethelene McCallon
Jean Bland
Nancy Todd
Debbie Coleman
Judy Hale
Joan 1k.
Linda Bray
Jane Parks

Sale Price '29"

SL-4
• Powerful 59cc or 3.6 cu.
inch engine
• Cuts trees up to 34 inches
thick-17" guide bar
• Cushioned hand grips
• Quiet low-tone muffler
Retail Price S209 95
Sale

RE MINGT ON

Price '169"
REMINGTON

SL-9
• Powerful 46cc or 2.8 Cu.
inch engine
/
2 feet
• Cuts trees up to 21
thick-15" guide bar
• Quit t low-tone muffler
• 9 lbs plus bar and chain

Bowling
Standings

19th Hole
Miniature Golf

753-1314

Mighty Mite

File Application

Lindy's 19°Hamburgers

2

190 SAWS AT THESE LOW PRICES

PN"51""Sale Price '13995
REMINGTON

SL-11
• Powerful 65cc or 4.0 Cu.
inch engine
• Cuts trees up to 38" thick
—19" guide bar
• compression release easy
start
• 3 cushioned hand grips

766
75:
741
1487
146(
212(
21Ck"
119
180
120
724

514
497
465

leigh

Price 523995 Sale Price '189"
Only Remington has the 2-year Remington Chain Saw Warranty
Murray Supply has a complete Service and Parts Department. We don't send it out to
We do our own work on the premises
someone else or send it back to the factory.

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main Street Telephone 753-3361
—-

I

.°
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Papers show
ys
destro
ng
Muggi
mood in London
security
STOLEN PURSE

Copley News Seryire

From the Norwich
(Conn.) Packet, in the
spring of 1715, 200 years
ago:
BOSTON — Thursday last,
Capt. Cads arrived here
from England in the Cerberus
Frigate, and has brought
from which the folpapers
lowing articles of intelligence
are extracted.
LONDON — The transports
for Boston are ordered not to
be crowded so full of men as
usual, that the officers may
have room for as much Baggage (goods) as they please.
There is 40,000 pounds worth
of merchandize going to
America in the above transports.
The late American acts are
framed so completely that
they execute themselves; foc
the ships caught in contraband trade are legal plunder
to the captains of the men of
war .
LONDON — To the KING's
most Excellent Majesty: The
address,
humble
remonstrance and petition of
the Lord-Mayor, Alderman
and Livery of the City of London, in Common-Hall assembled:
We Your Majesty's dutiful
and loyal subjects, the Lord
Mayor, Aldermen and Livery
of the city of London, beg
leave to approach the Throne,
and to declare our abhorrence of the measures which
have been pursued, and are
now pursuing, to the oppression of our fellow-subjects in
America. These measures
are big with all the consequences which can alarm a
free and commercial PEOPLE.
ATHLETE'S FOOT
HOW TO TREAT IT—

Apply quick-drying T-4-L. Feel
it take hold to check itch, burning
in MINUTES. In 3 to 5 days, inf ected skin sloughs off. Watch
HEALTHY skin replace it! If not
delighted IN ONE HOUR, your 59c
back at any drug counter. NOW at

Holland Drug Company

1

sense of

Your petitioners are persuaded that these measures
originate in the secret advice
of men who are enemies
equally to Your Majesty's
title, and the liberties of the
people.

By MEG FLETCHER
Copley News Service

His MAJESTY's Answer.
It is with the utmost
astonishment that I find any
of my subjects capable of encouraging the rebellious disposition which unhappily
exists in some of my colonies
in North-America. Having
entire confidence in the wisdom of my Parliament, the
great council of the nation, I
will steadily pursue those
measures which they have
recommended for the support
of the constitutional rights of
Great-Britain, and the protection of the commercial interests of my kingdom.
— A large sum of money is
ordered to be shipped on
board the Cerberus Frigate,
bound to America, to pay the
troops under the command of
General Gage, at Boston.
It is now talked that the
Parliament is to meet early
in October, to fix the sums to
be paid by the respective
provinces into the hands of a
paymaster genera; of the
troops, whose residence is to
be in New-York.
— The plan of military
operations projected against
the Americans is said to be
this: — General Gage is to
continue chief in command;
the head quarters are to be in
Boston; detached parties of
2,000 men each, commanded
respectively by Clinton,
Howe, and Burgoyne, are to
be sent to South-Carolina,
Virginia, and such of the
provinces as are deemed the
most refractory.
This plan is founded on the
principle that two thousand
brave regulars will beat
twenty thousand cowardly irregulars.

Sears BEST BUYS 1

Adtil L AEL"
NOW IN PROGRESS

JOLIET, DI. -- Getting
mugged can teach you a lot
about yourself.
Modern society has insulated an individual from most
elemental conflicts.
Our Neanderthal ancestors
fought animals for food and
each other for a dry cave or
mates.
Most of a modern individual's struggles are not as
threatening but more of a
hassle — cars stall, bathtubs
clog up and disposals stop
grinding.
But when a teen-ager in a
floppy blue hat grabs you
from behind and demands
your purse, it's an elemental
struggle.
That happened to me one
bright spring day last year
after I left work about 5 p.m.
and walked to the municipal
parking lot.
I unlocked the door of my
compact car and while inserting my key in the ignition,
reached back without looking
to close the door.
Suddenly my neck and
shoulders were grabbed from
behind and forced back
against the headrest. A voice
said, "I want your purse." A
hand reached across me to
the passenger's seat where I
had tossed the black leather
shoulder-strapped purse that
was a recent birthday
present.
I didn't think, I reacted --angrily.
-No, you bum, you're not
going to get it," I heard myself saying.
I shot a quick glance over
my left shoulder and saw the
floppy sun hat that covered
all but a clean-shaven chin.
While grabbing the purse and
pulling it back in the car, I
leaned forward to block his
arm and clamp my hand on
the car horn hoping someone
would hear it and help.
The sound must have
frightened him, because he
gave a quick, strong tug and
ripped the purse at the seam
where the flap was joined to
the bag.
I was left holding the flap.
He turned and ran toward
the viaduct and I started
chasing nun on foat. I forced
myself to take mental notes
of the clothes he was wearing.
I lost sight of him, returned
to the car and gunned it out of
the parking lot in the direction of his flight.
After circling half a block, I
realized I was being stupid
and should call the police to
troadcast a description.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
•

81213143181
Sail. Wt. 872 lit.

10-HP engine
Lawn Tractor with 36-in. mower
4

Was SI349
I

Federal State Market News Service June
12, Thursday
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 466 Est. 700 Barrows & Gilts
25 to mostly 50 lower Sows mostly Steady.
tnstances 1 00 higher
US 1-2 330-230 lbs
$o 00-48.25
US 1-3200-240 lbs
$477S-4$.O0
US 2-4240-5)0 lbs
$47 00-47 75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs
$46 50-47.00
Sows
US 1-2270-350 I be
$39 00-40 00
US 1-3 300-450 I bs
$39.50-40.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs
14000-4100

699u

All-gew trins-asie drive with 3 speeds lorward and 1 reverse
. power is sent directly to rear wheels for great traction.

US 2-3300-S00 lbs

Boars 31 00-35 no

8—HP RIDER

MOWER 9P1163611.1Ve 404 II, $589.00

57, $299.95
CUT $90..6— HP Roto—Spader 2m21117

1

1131542$H-WI. 2 1634 as.

48-in. Chain Link Fence Outfit
21 foot

$I
Outfit includes fence fabric, top rods,
line posh with die-cost olumicium.post cops.

Was $1.45
price cots
comparable
at
available
Posts. Gates and Fittings
• Pout we Catalog Malt

• Dolivirv, Isstonatts. hut

get FREE PLANNING
and DETAILED
ESTIMATES at no
obligation to buy,
let me help you
on -your next
home improvement
or major appliance
purchase.

tarty tiles
Citatto Salts Rettesoldem
Out 151-2310 kg an appointment 'al your convenience

Sears]

Sears Catalog Sales Office
2310
scow& sky.(.4,

SRAM DOINPVCO Aff0

a

S38.00-39.00

1611111b.

It

Youth Chorus
To Sing
On Friday

After talking to police, I
went home to spend a few
hours rummaging through
old bills for credit card numbers and calling to cancel the
cards.
The next morning I received a call from the railroad workers who found the
torn purse on the tracks near
the parking lot. The contents,
including the credit cards,
were intact except for the $7 I
was carrying.
Although less than 24 hours
had elapsed, most of the
credit card cancellations
couldn't be voided. It was
weeks before new cards were
issued.
The experience was significant to me because for the
first time I felt physically
vulnerable.
Although I had lived and
worked in high crime areas
before, I thought I would be
safe by always keeping my
car locked and moving quickly and deliberately. If worse
came to worse, I could always use techniques learned
in a self-defense course in
college.

I no longer enjoy my false
sense of security and walk
alone at night only with a
nagging fear of what could
happen.
Next time — and there
probably will be a next time
— I'll be more willing to give
up a purse in the face of a
threat that; could become a
bodily one.
Putting up a struggle
against an attacker makes
good cocktail conversation,
but isn't worth the risk.
But you don't really know
how you are going to react to
being a victim until it happens, and then you don't really have time to think about
your reaction.

Inc.
Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,
Benton
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St.,

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

753-6434
PRICES GOOD JUNE 13th
ONLY!

3

10 Pack

Woreke

SHAPE 'N DRY HAIR STYLER

1 61.G.

Includes 5 styling/grooming attachments- Brush, drying comb, teasing
comb, styling comb and spot dryer.

6-0,EARRINGS
(
YOUR CHOICE:

LIMIT 4
WOMEN'S CANVAS

BATTLE STRATEGY
On June 15, 1775, the American Conunittee of Safety
learned that British Gen.
Thomas Gage intended to
occupy Dorchester Heights
[
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
and decided on countermove
1-6 Sun.
against the high ground of
Charlestown, a peninsula
overlooking Boston.

Reg. 39.88

Color Pack t
Gift Set 43313
by Polaroid

LIMIT 3

COLOR

3/$1 13

'
126-12-Reg. 97

NERF

FOOTBALL

213

The Dayton Youth Chorus of
Dayton, Ohio, will present a
concert in the main auditorium
of the University Church of
Christ on Friday evening, June
13, at 7:30 p.m.
The chorus, composed of
approximately 40 students from
age 13 through high school, is
directed by Mrs. Kay Gilliam
This singing group has appeared in Europe and in 12
states.
On Saturday, June 14th, the
group will tour the I.B1, area
and will present a Saturday
evening concert at Brandon
Springs. The chorus will return
to Dayton after church services
on Sunday.
The public is cordially invited
to attend this free concert, a
church spokesman said.

The

Gaf Film

undies
Pretty
in assorted si
zes and colors.

\\ SNEAKERS

126-20-Reg.'1.44

2.77

Fiberglass Antique Satin

Easy to throw
(as seen on

TV)

2/1 13

Draperies

3
fit REG.

REG 2.99

Sizes to 10, in
white.

19.88

Contains
camera,case
flashcubes
Film

13' 13'
Pierced or regular: many COors and styles.

Reg 67

LADIES

PANTIES &
BIKINIS

Cracker Jack

63" 8. 84"
Lengths

and catch.

$300

Reg. 3.47

Panasonic

--41.10Lamilmo,„

Portable 8 Track
Player

No. RQ-8305 9313
Reg. 39.88

Fresh

Flame-Glo
CLAIROL
Moisturizing Lip Gloss
NICE 'N EASY or
BORN BLONDE TONER
YOUR

1

Flame Glo Lip Gloss

13

CHOICE.

Lash Brite Shadows

VALUES TO 1 78
shampoo in formula
Nice 'n Easy for natural look
or Born Blonde which uses

Choose

IIINVAI/FR runt

Acres of Free Parking
Ey ILI; opportunity Employer

3/1(4

,
USE YOUR BANK
CREDIT CARD AT BIG K!

no harsh peroxides.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Your Choice

nwireme

o,

' 75.3.5777

Limit Rights Reserved
4
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HODGE it SON
Storeivide Stock Sale
Store Hours:
8 A. M.-5 P. M.

205 S. 5th Street

George Hodge

Free Delivery

FREE

June 13, 14,16 ONLY!

BUT we expect to do the business of months in just a few
short days, due to our low prices, consequently it is
evident our delivery department will be taxed to
capacity. Therefore, we IMPLORE you...please be
PATIENT on deliveries. Bring your own trucks when
possible.

Normal window installation with any room air conditioner purchased during this sale.

Rules of this Sale
• All Sales Final • No Exchanges
•No Refunds
• No Phone Orders
• No Returns
• No C.O.D. Orders

Dick ie Hodge

See our complete selection of Kelvinator room air conditioners now and SAVE!

1:93214,4731131201014tilrafArlathlf,dlitteCtIcer421,atts,

XentlefintatOSIVM
. 066Wei4WarrtitleZYNktSftrt

FREEZERS—Chests & Uprights
15 Cu. Ft. No Frost (Only 3 Greens)

BORROW A ROOSTER! SET
YOUR ALARM! GET HERE EARLY!

Was $459.00

Upright Freezer
Upright Freezer

969°9,

15 Cu. Ft. (Only 3 Harvest Gold)

-

•
‘
s,„!ostravartaKAwvscestlitvez..
Ill
-3wipw..w.Awfomuvuntr....rAvarsviemui
•

#

•

REFRIGERATORS

fCT 21 Cu. Ft. w/lcemaker

Foodarama

Was $459.00

We Have 10'. 15', 20' and 25'
Chest Freezers In Stock

Was $709.95

On/y
I White
?Green

•

11111

NOW $59995

IERMWKAVatairMINIvinoz..rasivmteuuuNric

o

•
e,

*vwcrumovmmuovr-rogniuufauawAnforaut,wciuxutuNwir.micpa.
,
....r.
,.A..w.ww.
_derfarl,ALININSeolCUINITORICINANtlifF2r$10,471,
,
"1,11,
,
,
,WONSISA`V

NO FROST TDK 15 Cu Ft

2 White
I Green

Refrigerator

With Icemaker Cap

NOW

NO FROST TCK 16 Cu Ft

Was $409.95

I H..-1
.7r::
hsi e
Goid

Refrigerator
NO FROST FSK 18.6 Cu. Ft.

With Icemaker Cop

Refrigerator

With Icemaker Cop

NOW

NO FROST TCK 18 Cu Ft

I White

Refrigerator

Was $549.95

$47995

*....,176115KenettIMM10647
,
WifilleftlAVIZOOM4totril1"
-t120111441,*..,10WeeqtrtiogymetuuwA'

••

Clearance Sale
On Rally

w

vo

While They Last
• Asammt.,,,

UNKROISIC6XttriCh111111
,
30ailtUSWAII04465,4471741).1.14akiefAVW41011.5111.10V.1203.2.-.11q*W1344451Calbiy4„
-4404,067

RANGES

5301 30

Sport Shoes
$189
J pr.

Was $509.00

OrMeiktiMCP

Was $209.00

lectric Range Nowsl 799?
lectric Range .s2699?,•

C34J, 30" — Loaded

•06,
•

BUY NOW
and
SAVE MORE!

100 per cent Solid State Quasar

$5999.

1-25" Color TV

First s125w
SERVICEMEN

First 125'4

t.•

NOW $8995

Loader
Full Loaded
Harvest Gold
till Loaded

II s,

,
, Verrt•MOW:14X

NOW

$21995.,

DRYERS
Now

Was $219.00

1909t
Was $269.00

Now $219°?,
Was $249.00
NOW $209
Was $299.00
t
NOW $23900
joot
y,

-ip4r

•.".•

,•••

Murray 10 h.p.

010.:rte."
10.71C.efiVIOAPfererallt.P.a..40.70.414seweroV

Was 1899" NOW

Tractor Mower '699"

-4.•
"

•

\
/
146!!:41.'.'' "
41°

BUIL HENSON

Ofergass.0...;erse,,
,t4ra-rmritotaufersigu%

1.111..• 0-

DE522 (2 White)

.0,.."70,~,-,
,04

sruars5wargaw-atuo44
Truiruirraurraw,
I

WasherELECTRIC

Ippliew• •

269N

NOW

MIKE BURKEEN

RANDY ELKINS

710MWMPACtinagetnWidliWIM

C

Was $319.95

Full Deluxe

DE840, Top of the line h/601D

Console Stereo
8-Track, AM FM
was 1399"

AUTOMATIC WASHERS

DE 610

12"B&W

Was 99"

,,
4JOHMILYCA17,ZIN,

A44
,
41Lirci

DE 649

1-23" Color TV
Quasar
Cadet
1

„

ZYSelarilliiiNnIJC
,
OlVa1174

1-25 Color TV
was 1699" NOW

Was $329.00

„..

ItPlefovviw.ilwer...etzlet

ELECTRONICS

Was $299.95

C925 Copper

With Icemaker Cap S44500

NOW

Now$20995
Nows23995

Dishwasher
Dishwasher

Was $479.00
Lit

Green

Was $269.95

C820 Avacado

$39900

NOW

Side-by-Side

DISHWASHERS

'349"

•'A

•A.
ftioorriatitsmoimmostoymtmutvewastwasatoriesavomicavrinowsparosprbasormuseptviSO
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Before Stars and Stripes
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
You can't hide a $600 sofa in
the closet if you discover you
don't like it when it is delivered. But the chances of making such a mistake are lessened
now, says Susanne Wiener,
president of the Interior Design
Society, a group with 700 members serving on the staffs of
quality furniture stores.
"In addition to these interior
designers helping shoppers,
most of those furniture stores
now have samples of just about
anything a woman wants to use
in her home — lamps, accessories and draperies. They
have carpet work rooms and
slipcover rooms. The works.
They can help women in any
phase of decorating or do a total package," she explained. In
any event the shopper can see

above the
n soil before church pennant flies 'chaplains
CHICAGO ( AP) — On Flag above America
naval
while
flag
U.S.
and
the Stars
Day, June 14, Betsy Ross gen- Betsy Ross sewed The Spanish conduct serviced at sea.
1777.
erally gets credit as the maker Stripes in
The flag is customarily dispher Columbus;
of the first flag in American flag of Christo
from sunrise to sunset,
played
British
the
flag;
history. It's far more likely, the French
illegal to fly the flag
isn't
it
but
Co.
India
East
however, that America's first flag; the Dutch
day. Congress has
a
hours
24
the
Hudson and
flag was sewn by a Viking flag of Henry
for example, that
ed,
authoriz
Russian-American flag of the
mother-in-law.
the flag be flown day and night
were
Alaska
in
ents
settlem
in BaltiThe first flag to fly in North
many banners to at Flag House Square Battle
America was the Viking flag of among the
the
and
Md.,
more,
n
America
of
flags
Leif Ericson, according to the precede the
Green in Lexington. Mass.,
World Book Encyclopedia. It independence.
notes World Book.
the
for
design
actual
The
of
te
featured the black silhouet
An old flag, or one with an
eswas
flag
first
States
United
a bird with wings outstretched
ate design, may be disout-of-d
tal
Continen
the
by
mounted on a white rectangular tablished
long as it is in a reas
played
Con1777.
background. It is believed to Congress June 14,
condition. When a
le
spectab
Flag of
have flown over American soil gress declared, "The stripes flag is no longer fit for display,
the United States be 13
in the Ilth century.
ed in a digwhite, and it should be destroy by burnBetsy Ross won fame as the alternate red and
preferably
way,
nified
a
in
white
stars
Philadelphia seamstress who the Union be 13
a new ing.
sewed the first Stars and blue field representing
ation."
constell
Wiln,
grandso
Stripes when her
That description of what the
liam J. Canby, wrote a paper
should look like
about her in 1870. Canby said nation's flag
problems. While
some
brought
him
told
ther
grandmo
his
that
of the stripes
ment
arrange
the
coma
by
visited
that she was
there was no
mittee beaded by George Wash- was clear enough,
the stars should
ington in 1776 and asked to mention of how
a result, flag
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Many
make a flag according to a be arranged. As
makers used several different Kentuckians may be unrough design they gave her.
out the stars.
wittingly exposing themselves
No proof has been found that designs in laying
cropped up
problem
Another
d,
happene
a high risk of accidental fire,
to
this incident actually
states were
but many other flags flew when two new by 1794, and and committing a misdemeanor
added to the Union
process, according to the
two more stripes were added to in the
of the State Fire MarOffice
continthe flag. As the Union
ued to grow, however, it be- shal.
Fire officials say state law
came increasingly obvious that
adding stripes would never do, provides a penalty of not less
so in 1818 Congress authorized than $10 or more than $500, up to
returning to the original 13 60 days in jail, or both, for
stripes and merely adding stars dispensing
into
gasoline
when new states joined the Un- unapproved containers. But in
ion.
spite of the law's requirement
As a result, the arrangement
that a warning be posted in
times
of stars shifted several
service station, many
every
until the position of the stars
was fixed by presidential order customers are still having
plastic and glass containers
for the first time in 1912.
Today, the U.S. flag code pro- filled with gasoline.
vides the basic rules for disFire Marshal Warren Southplaying and caring for the flag. worth said that generally apFor example, when the U.S. proved containers are metal
flag flies with other flags, the ones with a tight closure and are
code requires that all staff either fitted with a spout or so
heights be equal and the U.S. designed that the contents can
flag be on the right. There are
be poured without spilling.
two exceptions to this rule: The Southworth said that consumers
United Nations' flag flies above can be sure a container is apall flags at U.N. headquarters
if it carries an Unin New York City and the proved
derwriters Laboratories, Inc.

Caution Urged In
Handling Of Gasoline
label or a U. S. Department of
specification
Transportation
number ( the letters DOT
followed by a number).
The law also requires containers to be clearly marked
with the name of the flammable
liquid they contain.
A National Bureau of Standards study said there were an
estimated 24,600 people who
sought emergency treatment in
1973 for injuries related to
flammable liquids and that 60
per cent of these incidents were
related to gasoline.
Fire officials say that the
most frequent cause of accidents involving gasoline is its
misuse. It should never be used
to start charcoal fires or as a
cleaning agent.
The most frequent accidents
involving containers are caused
by dropping the container or
spilling its contents, according
to a federal study. The gasoline
is most frequently ignited by a
nearby open flame such as a
match, water heater or open
fire.

Your Choice
MASCULINE GENTS' CLUSTERS
3 Styles In Precious
White or Yellow Gold

MODEL ROOM in a retail furniture store shows
how various pieces of furniture go together to make
an attractive-looking room. These days, lots of
stores also have interior decorators on their staffs
who will help a shopper figure out what style, color
and size piece of furniture fits harmoniously with
other pieces in a room at home.
more on furnishings than anyeverything in one place and
else."
thing
there is no fee for the interior
She is ecstatic about the
designer's services.
home put together by one of
Up until two years ago when her three sons who is married
the
,
forming
the group began
Buy Cr Lay It Avvoy Now
Modern Oval Design
and living in California. He utilpeople who bought furnishings
orange
from
ing
everyth
ized
in retail stores — they reprecrates to mason blocks and
sent 80 per cent of the total
achieved a very tasteful decodid
often
—
says
she
market,
job, she maintains.
rating
by
guesstheir shopping mainly
e of the New York
graduat
A
diswork, which accounted for
of Interior Design, Mrs.
satisfaction later. Will that yel- School
has been president of
low sofa look well with my pink Wiener
IDS since its inception. The
the
clash
it
Will
chair?
green
and
was born as an offshoot
with my draperies, and so on. society
Home FurnishNational
the
of
The questions often directed to
Assn.
an eager but unknowledgeable ings
sales person did not always elicit the right response.
To qualify for membership in
IDS, stores must have designers on their staffs who spend at
least 50 per cent of their time
designing, and the stores must
present model rooms
"in full display situations."
They must also submit references from manufacturers that
they carry quality furniture.
Soon there will be a qualifying
examination for the designers
along the lines of one given by
the American Society of Interior Designers, Mrs. Wiener explained.
A woman seeking help from
one of these furniture stores is
usually asked where she plans
to use the items, how large her
room is, what else will be used
with it and possibly a rough
sketch will be made. The designer spends perhaps 20 minutes or so with a woman who
22,000 BTUH
may not buy anything. There is
no obligation either way. Plans
with "A"
may even be made for longthe
range decorating within
budget.
"Most women have difficulty
in conceiving what a complete
room will look like. They can't
envision a particular fabric in
their room. We can't create
new space but we can advise
from 21,000 to 54,000 BIUH systems available with Dal or — A" coil all at sale
how to utilize what is available.
prices. Call today for the site that best fits tot.; home.
For example, people often want
either
sofas extending from
PRICES EXPIRE JULY 29,1975
side of the fireplace although
the room may be only 11 feet.
They forget they must move
about in the room."
One's home has replaced a
28,000 BTUH
mink coat as the in-thing that
Sears Regvlar Low P.; ce
indicates what you have
Wiener,
achieved, insists Mrs.
who is vice president of Harvey's in White Plains, N.Y., a
chain of furniture stores. Many
42141122311-Wt. 341 Ills
of their customers are decorating the second time around,
0,444,
she explained. They are more
aware of their earlier mistakes
• Connects to existing ductwork
and the need for help to up• Includes outdoor unit, duct kit.
levels.
taste
their
grade
floor grille, filter and thermostat
Not all the jobs are small.
Mrs. Wiener, a chic, pretty
woman, is working on a 28room house.
Stores have noticed that
people will pay more for quality merchandise of lasting value
when they develop confidence
in the person working with
them and feel the concern is
sincerely directed towards
them, she says. And many
women do more than they intended to do once the store designer gets into her lifestyle, "a
great selling tool for stores,"
she says, and an approach similar to one used by private designers.
-1 always advise newlyweds
to buy the best quality they can
afford and not to buy styles
that have no validity," she explained. "Other than buying a
home, a married person spends•

SAVE $30 to $70
High-Efficiency
Central
Air Conditioning
coil

MOBILE HOME CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

Super Kern-Tone Latex Wall Paint
Hundreds of colors ... deluxe latex
wall paint ... easy to apply, fast to dry
to a soft, flat finish. Great washability!

Kern-Gld Semi-Gloss Enamel
For kids' rooms, kitchens, bathrooms.
Goes on easily, dries quickly to a good
looking and durable semi-gloss finish.
SALE
4
eng7c
75 opALE
$J)
Reg $14 3,5

10
Qt.•
Reg. $41)

all
n
%o
50
10
25
Sherwin-Williams VVallcoverings!

save
•

1r4P6(.

Save 50% on Style Perfect' Standard Wallpaper—save 25% on all other
Sherwin-Williams wallpapers, wallcloths and vinyl wallcoverings! Nearly 1,000
patterns and colors—fiorals, stripes,flocks and flocks on foil! Durable! Many pre
pasted,sciubbable and strippable. On sale now at 25% to 50% off regular price.
SALE ENDS JUNE 23rd

WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME
c sm - The Sherann
Vs011iams Company
I so 1119 to shop •I
Shwa*,Mamma Docorsting
Caolor Just say, Charge .1

I swain moo
111111,

Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-3321

ATTIC VENTILATORS can reduce Air Conditioner
operating time and add comfort

14 in diameter
FIBER
GLASS GROWING
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — The
use of fiber glass reinforced
plastic (FRP) in the marine
market is•expected to increase
to approximately 650 million
pounds of laminate by 1980.
From 1975 through 1980, an average annual growth rate of
16.7 per cent is anticipated.
Playing a major role will be
the growth of FRP in traditional wood-and-steel commercial
fishing, research and military
applications.
Fiber -glass laminates
already dominate the pleasure
boat market.

42164241
421631SN
Slim wt. 22 Iki
S bpi got VP Hu
PRICES EXPIRE JULY 19, 1915

Let Sears help you plan all your Home Improvements
and arrange for low cost installation. Phone 000-0000
for an appointment at your convenience.

-s

• Prices are Catalog Prices

•Delivery and Installation Not (attested

ears SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
1

111".01111. RPM.a A ND CII

S6611crar %Nils Cotes hose 153 ? 3b
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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sAvINGS

CENTRAL
SHOPPING CENTER
Give him quality and style
for one terrific price ...
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Outstanding Value in a
general purpose saw ..
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Men's 100% polyester double knit slacks of top quality
and superb styling, at one budget price you'll both like..
Make your selection from handsome pastel colors if
solids or fancies. Sizes range from 29 to 42.

S
.
>
•

Black & Decker® 7Lv" Circular Saw.
Outstanding value in a general purpose saw. Bevel and depth adjustments easily made Exhaust keeps
sawdust away from cutting line.

#7301

1m1

Reg. 2499

OPEN

#
1$444
el
,
°
i
f
t
/Ai
$•
riit ,/
$*
•
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9 to 9
Mon.-Sat.
1-6
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Black & Decker Deluxe

Lawn Edger
& Trimmer

Sun.

44p VAIt!
, tfpi,li
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Three position reclining mechanism and grain
supported vinyl covering...

RECLINERS
•

Man-sized recliners with
features of frame made of
kiln -dried hardwood, nosag springs used in the seat
and back, poly foam filling.
and a covering of first quality heavy grain supported
vinyl. Brown, green, gold.
red, or black.

Men's 100% Celanese Nylon
Banking
Men's
Shirts
processed to etre lasting sltape
retention and durability 100%
celanese nylon. completely
'machine washable, and wrinkle
resistant. Choose 1111111 an array
of colors in sizes S.M.L. or XL

99

3

29

Reg. 48.94

.1
Made to have lasting shape
retention and durability .. .

Save 9.00

Model 8220
Reg. 39.99

45"

**.%`•

RI-(..

1.94)

New
Shipment

SAVE!SAVE!SAVE!
FAMOUS NAME BRAND

41_.....

Swivel
Rocker

MEN'S KNIT

SHIRTS

1th

99

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Cloth & Vinyl Many Colors &
Designs to Choose From

Lightweight, yet cuts logs up to
20-inches in diameter...

HOMELITE® XL

CHAIN SAW

88°°

SAVE

REQ.
99.00

94"

Roses has an enormous selection of Famous
Name Brand Men's Knit Shirts for great looking
summer wear. Outstanding selection of styles
and colors in sizes S,M,L, or XL All styles slightly ...
irregular, but does not affect the wear or looks.

1 100

Homelite'Xt. Chain Saw that s lightweight 7 2 pounds (less
bar and chain) yet cuts logs up to 20 inches in diameter
A . h n

A
""
.•46"111111
0

Sofa & Matching
Chair

2,
;t25
-A',
400114
-amp

f•
JA:.4
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RIGHT.
GUARD

RIGHT.
GUARD

Men's TIES

RIGHT GUARD
Deodorant Spray

1-Gal. DOWGARD
SUPER-COOLANT
ANTI-FREEZE
•

S.
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C
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11.14.1.111.1r,M

3

AWVIII111, Ar

.411
1
1
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MI AU MIMI MN RAZORS

Your choice of two great blades. Choose Per
sonna Iniector 7's or Personna Double Edge
5's. Limit 2 each per family.

-*
0

ZODIAC
tick
collar

On Jan. 30, 1902, an Angloapanese alliance was formed
to protect Japan against encroachinklussians.

IDIV
PRICE

se

taus:Ira smooth shaves use Barbar* ® shaving cream with concentrated lather. 11-oz.(net wt.)

Electric
Ice Cream
Freezer
4 quart, Model 71
Roses
Low
Price

51292

ZODIAC"
TICK COLLA It
RFA;. SAVE
2.99 1.1

Protect your dog with Zodiac Tick
Collar. Kills and prevents ticks,
also kills fleas for weeks.

• ?sir

J.II

7"x7"x15" METAL

SAVE

11.00

BLACK & DECKER.
1/4" DRILL KITS

TOOL BOXES
ROSES
LOW
PRICE

466

PEG
19 99

SAVE
5.02

14
Cleans cars,
windows,
patios, campers,
and boats
Quick

-11r.o..t•metem

.1/

Reg. 11.95
Roses
Low
Price

Complete with drill, accessories, and carrying case

-) •

54"
/MP
I
ylikb.
0
/
i61
0.
a
lam

188

Sii.

•

ti

Sturdy metal with handy
bit Out Tray

JET-X
DELUXE
PRESSURE
WASHER

• i•

BARBAS()L 11)
Shaving Cream
RosE.s

equirm•rmisr
$11,•!!!

One-gallon size of New Dow Super
Coolant Anti-freeze. Gives you year
round radiator protection against boil
outand freeze-up.

RAZOR BLADES
REG.
TO
97.

88

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

PERSONNA INJECTOR 7's
or DOUBLE EDGE 5's

FTTS AU !PUCCI

r r

3 ;
Viitobsorilitaiiit wooseittia
prool

Year Round Protection. . .

299

Make Gillette ® Right
Guard Deodorant your
family's deodorant for
Excellent quality and styling in Men's all around protection.
Ties of silk or polyester. Marvelous 13-oz.(net wt.) size.
selection, all at great savings to you.

U1.11
A

$2090°

A)Vi
ii
-,.Rich (yoking silks
or polyesters
.

i
Aprool...4‘

$29V Value

*thrall

XQ'

Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen, a
German physicist, discovered
the X-ray bit, 189 and war, a Nobel Prize winner in 1901.

7/
1
4
"Circular
SAW
RI tsEs
99
1,11% 1

QM

illeii
-•• .....

va

Fire in the Iroquois Theater
in Chicago on Dec. 30, 1903,
killed 602, many of whom had
been trampled to death.

POWER TOOLS

DOUBLE KNIT

MeV

YOUR BORN TODAY are
unusually imaginative,
ingenious and inventive; can
not only _dream up brilliant
ideas for improvement in
whatever your field, but better
those which others advance.
You have a great love for color
and display. The latter may be
noted in your liking for
uniforms, which may lead you
into the armed forces - despite
your aversion to warfare or any
other form of violence. You love
travel, are attracted to the
theater and could succeed there
either as actor or playwright. In
fact, writing comes natural to
you, and you may take it up as
either vocation or avocation.
Other fields which you could
conquer with seeming ease:
music, designing, sculpture,
chemistry and statesmanship.
Birthdate of: U.S. Gen. Winfield
Scot, commander in Mexican
War; Wm. Butler Yeats, Irish
author; Basil Rathbone, stage
and screen star.

•

Blacks DeckeP

wc% BANLON ® SHIRTS

-

SALE ENDS
SUNDAY

Men's 100% Polyester

Totzt

412,RQ

9

ROS'E'S

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 13, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some complex situations
indicated, but none that you
can't solve in your usual efficient manner. Don't be
distracted by the frivolities of
others.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Fine influences! You should
be able to hurdle almost any
obstacle now. But DO avoid
emotiohalism; also impulsiveness and extremes.
GEMINI ,‘
( May 22 to June 21)
9
.1
Get all promises in writing.
Others will respect you if you
are firm but fair. A slight
disappointment could eventually redound to your favor,
so.. patience!
CANCER
I June 22 to July 23) 00
Apathy and indifference now
prevalent in certain quarters.
)on't let them dampen your
onthusiasm, but do counter with
poise and equanimity.
LEO
'July 24 to Aug. 23)
Caution should be day's
keynote. Don't create unnecessary problems through
impulsiveness, and take no
reckless chances.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may be able to put over a
good deal, conclude a profitable
agreement. At least, steps
toward such ends can be
initiated. But don't press:
maneuver adroitly.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) anen
Planetary influences somewhat mixed. Be constructive in
planning, tenacious in implementing. System
with
flexibility needed.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
. Perceptiveves,s, reflexes and
'business acurneh should be keen
no*. Especially favored under
day's influences: merchandising, propertOransactions and
financial negotiations.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Keep alert. Generous influences offer new routes and
means for attaining better-thanaverage gains. Don't miss out!
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
A good day in which to
capitalize on your ingenuity and
all-around competence.
Properly exercised, even your
most minor talents and efforts
will be appreciated.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
In the tight spots, patiently
wait out those things which call
for more thought and delaying
tactics. Avoid impulsiveness, at
all costs.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some misleading influences
prevail, so be careful of your
involvements- with people OR
situations. Avoid anxiety or
undue suspicion, however.

IA'

P1t
PIM=
Moto
an

Spray on Suds
Rince off dirt

JET-X
110
PRESSURE
WASHER

Eas

DYNAFLO
MOTOR FILTERS

PET GROOMER
CLIPPER SET
REG.
16.01

SAVE

4.07

REG. SAVE
19.59 5.7

12"

Set includes electromagnetic clapper, 2 comb attachments for kit''
and Y." trimming, plus oil tube.

$395

Reg.
7.95

13"

Dynaflo Motor Filters. Outside
filter with one moving part. Awaitsand Wters ten gallon and up tanks.
1
i
llId

R.
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Hospital Report

'Encore Telecasts

By JAY SHARBU1T
AP Television Writer
ADULTS 129
NEW YORK (AP) — SumNURSERY 3
mer is almost upon us. And reNO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
runs, ABC calls them "encore
DISMISSALS
telecasts," are in full bloom
Mrs. Margie A. Winchester,
now. But don't bury your TV
E.
Rt. 5-Box 411, Murray, Ralph
That'll only cause Crabanset.
Darnell, Rt. 1-Box 205, Fartermas, a distant cousin of
mington, Jackie L. Hughes, Rt.
2-Box 249, Murray, Mrs. Evelyn crabgrass.
the networks will air
J. McCuiston, Rt. 5-Box 108, Besides,
new mini-series and one
eight
Murray, Henry A. Doren, Rt. 1retread this summer. Honest.
Box 184, Murray, Kenneth E.
Seven are music-comedy-varieMrs.
Broach, 705 Elm, Murray,
ty shows. The eighth features
Floyd D. Elkins, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
weird sports events, and the
Carlos S. Elkins, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
ninth is ABC's "The Texas
M. B. Collins, Rt. 3, Murray,
Wheelers," the Lone Star famiLittrol A. Fitzhugh, Rt. 2,
ly sitcom that bombed last fall.
Dover, Tenn.
ABC is first in the summer
pool, starting Thursday, June
26, with a rerun of the first
"Wheelers" episode. The next
five Thursdays will feature segments never seen because of
the show's abrupt axing.
Don't miss the opening. It's
Western humor at its sardonic
best.
The next summer show starts
Sunday, July 6, when CBS
brings on a four-Sunday series
called "Joey & Dad." It's a
music-variety effort starring
singer-dancer Joey Heatherton
and her father, Ray, a veteran
broadcast personality known
mainly in the New York City
area.
Come Thursday, July 10,
NBC gets in the summer swing

with a four-week music-variety
number starring Gladys Knight
and the Pips. On Thursday,
Aug. 7, NBC starts another
four-week series of similar
fare.
It'll star Ben Vereen, the
black singer-dancer who won
Broadway's Tony award for his
work in the musical, -Pippin."
On Saturday, July 12, ABC
starts four weeks of "Keep On
Truckin'," a music-comedy
show featuring what ABC calls
"a stock company of resident
zanies, impressionists, stuntpeople, singers and dancers."
Hokay. On Wednesday, July
30, ABC begins a six-week fun
& music caper hosted by singer-humorist Jim Stafford, who
among other things once wrote
a hit song called "My Girl
Bill."
On Thursday, Aug. 7, ABC's
fourth summer entry arrives.
It's a five-week series, "Anything Goes," in which teams in
different U.S. cities hold outrlandish sports contests, such as
a waterbed relay race.
On Sunday, Aug. 10, CBS

checks in with a four-week
comedy-variety series starring
"The Manhattan Transfer," a
singing group of two young
men and two young women who
are big in some New York circles.
The men wear top hat and
tails, the women evening
gowns.
Their press agent says a chic
Gotham magazine published by
pop artist Andy Warhol calls
them "the hottest new group to
emerge from the underground." The same agent says

Women's Wear Daily reports
"they fairly reek of sophistication."
Next time you come to New
York, check out all this underground reeking. Even Ed Norton wouldn't recognize it now.
But I digress. The last summer TV entry for 1975 will be a
CBS conversation and variety
series, hosted by Dick Cavett,
ABC's urbane resident whippersnapper for so many years.
Cavett's tour begins on Saturday, Aug. 16, and expires three
Saturdays later.

lew's Speed Sticks
12 to Sell
Friday & Saturday, June 13 & 14
First Come-First Serve

New Summer Hours
to serve you with delicious Donuts
and oldfashioned hand dipped Ice Cream

Beginning Sunday June 15
Sunday: 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Weekdays: 6 a.m.-8 p.m.

Remember Dixie Creme, where you can
eat the whole donut - even the holes!
WE CATER CHURCHES AND GROUPS OFANY SIZE!
1006 Chestnut
753-6034

Twenty-one of 31 of the highest mountain peaks in the
world are in the Himalayas.
PEDAL PUSHING—Associated Press writer lack Schreibman pedals his 10-speed bike
on a San Francisco, Calif.
street. Schreibman took up
bicycling for health reasons,
but now says that it is "almost
a mystical experience."

The world's highest dam
upon completion will be the Nurek on Vakhsh, U.S.S.R. It will
be 1,040 feet high with capacity
for 8,424,000 square feet of water.

ri 3CHICKEN PEG LEGS
BILLY BONES SPECIAL

& FRYES
89(

9rnst,

1,411/11MY*WSW
Get the jump on Winter &
Save. Select warm Coats
now Our unsurpassed advance group includes

They can have our delicious fish fillet
and fryes for just 95'. Or three chicken
peg legs and fryes for 89'. Or chicken
and seafood, with fryes. for just $1 09.
•

Meltons, Bronco
Suede, Seal Pile,
Shetlands and
many others
PETITE, JUNIOR,
MISSY AND
HALF SIZES

wise

OOAT
witaxmavw4SoWAVIVAWAW

WISMIAWCSMAWM,

rimwawa
SMALL DEPOSIT HOLDS YOUR SELECTION

I

And they get free pirate
souvenirs—boats. hats. a pirate book —a
different surprisl every time.

The Crew eats like pirates for peanuts.
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U.S. planes started combat
missions over South Vietnam
(AP Wirephoto) Feb. 19-March 22, 1965.
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Fourth Period Honor Roll Released For Murray High

The honor roll for the fourth
grading period at Murray High
School has been released by
school officials as follows:
12th Grade - Teresa Adams
3.0, Eli Alexander 2.56, Laura
Beatty 3.0, Sheree Brandon 3.0,
Cheryl Brown 2.75, Cheryl
Burkeen 3.0, Johnny Cannon
2.50, Tonya Carroll 2.56, Vickie
Cathey 2.50, Mike Conner 2.50,
Elaine Eversmeyer 3.0, Debbie
Farley 3.0, Nancy Fitch 2.75;
Jean Forsee 3.0, Dan Foster
2.61, Wes Furgerson 2.50, Edwin
Garrett 3.0, Ginger Gilliam 3.0,
Ken Grogan 3.0, Kathy Halford

2.78, John Harcourt 3.0, Lisa
Harrell 2.78, Jeannie Hendon
2.78, Lynn Hewitt 2.78, Cindy
Holzschuh 2.60, Steve Howard
2.80, Jana Jones 2.78, Barbara
Kemper 3.0;
Tricia Kline 3.0, Janie Lamb
2.56, David Lyons 2.75, Robert
Mason 3.0, Jerry McHugh 2.80,
Martha McKinney 3.0, Debbie
McMillen 3.0, Brad Miles 2.61,
Melissa Miller 2.56, Patti Miller
2.50, Tim Philpot 3.0, Jay Pitman 3.0, Michele Richardson
3.0, Vickie Roberts 2.78, Lesa
Robertson 2.50;
Beverly Rogers 2.56, Tony

ACROSS
1 Drink slowly
4 Spars
9 Tear
12 Macaw
13 Vegetable
14 Girl s name
15 Dark red
17 Collection of
people
19 Sea eagle
20 Polishes
21 Temporary
shelter
23 Dry, as wine
24 Animal s
coat
27 In music
high
28 Garden tool
29 Covetous
person
30 A state
labbr
31 Succor
32 Youngster
33 Note of
scale
34 Long-legged bird
36 Dine
37 Parcel of
land
38 Scorch
39 Permit
40 Path
41 Nothing
43 Possessed
44 Buy back
46 Pamper
49 Bother
50 City in Italy
52 Organ of
hearing
53 Precious
stone
54 Rock
55 Grain
DOWN
1 Everybody S
uncle
2 Man s name

El
nut

3 Father or
mother
4 Earth s
satellite
5 Girl s name
6 Spanish for
'yes
7 Bracing
medicine
8 Break suddenly
9 Lifts
10 Artificial
language
11 Shallow
vessel
16 Worthless
leaving
18 Warm
20 Tiny
21 Domesticate
22 Encomium
23 Turf
25 Citrus fruit
26 Commonplace
i

2

Bruce Clayton 3.0, Debbie Connell 2.80, Jim Pinkston 2.80,
Cunnigham 3.0, Tammy Curd Teri Rice 2.64, Beth Richardson
2.80, Marla Daniels 3.0, Don 2.60, Sarah Ross 2.60, Sharon
Duke 2.64, Jeff Dunn 2.50, Leslie Steele 3.0, Mike Stephenson
Furches 2.60, Gina Garland 2.50, Donnie Williams 2.78, Lisa
2.82, Becky Gould 2.50, Gary Winters 3.0.
Hainsworth 3.0, Todd Harrison
10th Grade - Pat Baggett
3.0;
2.82, Brad Boone 2.60, Paul
Van Hendon 3.0, Mark Homra Clayton 2.60, Ken Farley
2.73,
3.0, Brenda Hough 3.0, Lisa Jackie Galloway
2.64, Anne
Jones 2.80, Tarpley Jones 2.80, Gregory 2.67, Steve
Hancock
Chris
Kurz 2.78, Sally 3.0, Linda Hart 2.80, Mary Ann
Matarazzo 3.0, Sharon Mc- Kurz 2.60, Pam Lassiter
2.64,
Deanna McMillen 3.0, Janet
Outland 3.0, Lisa Outland 2.56,
.
1011111110.-4311,"
Emily Porter 2.60, David
Roberts 2.60, Susan Rogers 2.60.
Sherry Runyon 2.60, Tom
Shupe 2.80, Lisa Smith 2.60,
Roger Smith 2.80, Teresa Smith
2.60, Jane Suffill 2.82, Carol
Teitloff 2.83, Melody Travis
2.60, Greg Vaughn 2.60, Steve
Wanger 3.0, Larry Watkins 2.80,
Elizabeth Whitmer 2.60, Debbie
Wilson 2.80, Philip Zacheretti
2.60.
9th Grade - Jill Austin 2.60,
Beth Boston 3.0, Suzanne
Cornwell 3.0, Denise Curd 2.60,
Debbie Darnell 3.0, Vince
Fayette 2.60, Greg Garfield 2.64,
Frank Gilliam 2.82, Joe Grasty
2.90, Kent Harmon 2.82, Jerome
Higginbotham 2.82, Lisa Hill
2.82, Delaine Honchul 2.60,
Delores Honchul 2.60 Bruce
Horning 3.0.
Karen Jackson 3.0, Bruce Jay
2.60, Gina Jones 3.0, Craig Klein
2.64, Tammy Melton 3.0, Alvin
Parham 2.56, Michael Russell
2.60, Laura Shinners 3.0, Danna
Shipley 2.80, Michael Stinson
2.64, Shara Toon 3.0, Cindy
Vance 2.82, Lisa Watson 2,80,
Bill Wilson 3.0.
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EATING HIS WAY TO VICTORY-Joe Deckert polishes off
a Polish sausage as he successfully defends his crown in the
8th annual Polock Johnny's Sausage Derby in Baltimore, Md.
Deckert downed 19 of the spicy sausages in an hour to win
the $100 first prize and the 5-foot high trophy.
(AP Wirephoto)
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Viet7s CLASSIFIED ADS!

Rogers 2.80, Craig Shinners
2.80, Carolyn Shown 2.56, Alan
Smith 2.50, Doug Spencer 2.50,
Lee Stewart 2.75, Mark Thurman 2.60, Cindy Tripp 2.78, Tim
Wallin 3.0, Sheila Watson 2.50,
Vicki White 2.64, Gil Wilcox
2.60, Rita Wilson 2.60, Randy
Winchester
2.80,
James
Witherington 2.75.
llth Grade - Kate Apperson
2.60, Bill Bailey 3.0, LeeAnn
Boone 2.80, Bill Boston 3.0,
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FRANKFORT, Ky. - Effective July 1, 1975, surplus
general funds allocated by Gov.
Julian M. Carroll will make
possible the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children
Unemployed Parent program
(AFDC UP) mandated by the
1974 General Assembly.
C. Leslie Dawson, secretary
of the Department for Human
Resources ( DHR ), announced
Thursday that all local Bureau
for Social Insurance, DHR
offices will begin accepting
applications for AFDC UP on
July 1.
The program will provide
public assistance benefits to
needy children whose fathers
are unemployed.
Eligibility requirements for
the unemployed father are:
-Unemployment for at least
30 days;
-Must not have, without good
cause, turned down an offer for
training or employment;
-Must have worked a certain
length of time within the past
four years;
-Must be registered for work
with the state employment
'office and cannot currently be
receiving unemployment insurance payment..
If there is another wage
earner in the home who is
earning an amount equal to the
regular AFDC benefit, the
family would not be eligible.
Financial eligibility
requirements for AFDC UP are
the same as for the existing
AFDC program, presently
available to a family with
dependent children whose
father is dead, absent or incapacitated.
AFDC UP is triggered into
effect on a statewide month-bymonth basis when the unemployment rate has averaged
over six per cent for four
months.
When unemployment drops
below a 5.5 per cent average for
four consecutive months, the
program becomes inactive.
The December, 1974 unemployment rate was 5.9 per cent,
for January 7 per cent, for
February 7.1 per cent, for
March 7.4 per cent and for April
7.6 per cent.
The total cost of the AFDC UP
program is an estimated $7
million in state funds and $17
million in federal funds for
operation through June of 1976.
"I want to make it perfectly
clear that we are not creating
another level of permanent
public assistance welfare. This
prOgram is temporary during
the current economic crisis and
has built.in restrictions that will
assure that no one receives
these benefits longer than is
absolutely necessary," said
Gov. Carroll.

2. Notice

403
South 12th

•

ca

AN'TO GIT THAT RiGHT SACK,
AHLL_ HAFTA UOC TH'
TALENTS 0' TH'EVILEST
CRI I JER
EVER
BORN"->

marh

GC
C--1-$.

The Pony Express, speeding
the maik across country by fast
horses,'"Was started in 1860 and
its route was from Sacramento
to St. Louis. It ended in 1861

If You
Need Them:

KENTUCKY LAKE Fox
Hunters Association
Bench Show. Thursday
night, June 12, 8 p.m. Day
break cast on June 13 and
14. Square dance on June
13 at 7:30 p.m. At New
Providence Riding Club,
Hwy. 893, 9 miles
southeast of Murray.
Food on grounds.

•

Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read. 753-2288

12. Insurance

If you're a
good driver;
I can
probably
save you
money on car
insurance.

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
The sooner you call,
JACK AND Jill - openings
regular display, most be
the
sooner you save
for children. Infants - 6
submitted by 12 noon,
years.
Drop
-in service.
before
day
the
Ronnie Ross
753publication.
210
E. Main
classifie
ds
All reader
5 Lost And Found
Phone 753-0489
dust be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before t,LOST-FEMALE
publication.
Weimaraner dog. Named
Gretchen. 2' tall, graybrown. Lost near Aurora. SMALL DESK and small
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
chest. Inexpensive. Call
Call 354-8712.
Cemetery. The com436-5486.
mittee of the Kirksey
OR
STOLEN:
Baptist Cemetery feels LOST
Spotted walker female WANT TO buy small, clean
that the best way for
mobile home. Call 753hound. Tattoo in one ear.
upkeep of the Cemetery is
8216.
Missing since Thursday
to start a trust fund. All
night. Z. B. Crouse, 753interested persons having
WOULD LIKE to buy
7386.
family members buried
around 1 to 2 acres of land
there should send their
in Calloway or the
FOUND-BLACK male
contributions to Jr.
Southern part of Marshall
dog. 5 mo. old. Brown feet
Compton or
County. Phone 437-4291.
James
and white chest. Wearing
Paschall, Rt. 2, Murray,
black flea collar. Found
Ky. 42071.
ONE SET OF concrete
at Pagliai's. Contact 753steps for a mobile home.
4307.
Phone 437-4291 or 437-4411.

6 Help Wanted

H & R Block
Tax Service
Franchise
located in Missouri City.
Bad health reason for
sale
Contact BYERFINDER
Sikeston, Mo.
314471-1930
-CARING IS sharing.
care. NEEDLINE,
6333.

WANTED: ELECTRIC
piano
player.
Also
vocalis(s-oiefer female.
436-2569 or 435-2266 after 5
P.m.

USED DEEP Freeze. Call
436-2438.
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Estate appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.

FULL AND part-time 15. Articles
For Sale
openings as a World Book
representative. Ex- SEE
CUSTOM-BUILT
ceptional income op- Portable Buildings for all
portunity No sales eip your storage needs.
perience necessary. For Prices start at $368.00
We
interview
appointment Sizes from 8 x 8 thru 20 x
753call 365-3451 between 8:00- 24. Also Lake Cottages,
10:00 mornings or 6:00- Boat Docks, Patios, and
Greenhouses. Located on
10:00 evenings. (L-72)
Hicks Cemetery Road.
One mile South of Cherry
ONE COOK, one cook's
Corners off Highway 121
hel er and one exSouth.
perienced
waitress.
Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant, Aurora, Ky. STUDIO COUCH (sleeps
one), $20. Pink wool
474-2259.
hooked rug, 4 x 6, $5. Call
753-6394.
PART-TIME typist. Please
call 753-5531.
MATTRESSES AND box
springs, dresser and
SOMEONE TO take care of
chest, dining table,
hay. Timothy and Red
window fan, doll cradle.
clover. 30 acres. C. T.
Call 753-9426.
Jeffreys, 474-2323.

Kings Den
Authomed Dealer

Stacey Adams Shoes

NEEDED SOMEONE to
s.
sell Watkins Product
•
Call 753-5550.

10 Business Opportunity
COMMISSION

Auctions

Help Wanted
Houses for Sale
Cars for Sale
•
Situations
Wanted

SHE DtPN'T ROLL
ovER SHE'S
JUST sirriNG
THERE

WE AMEPCANS GOT TH'RIGHT TO
VOTE FO'TH'INICOMPETeNT 0'OUR CHOICE T!'- WEGOT TH' RIGHT-TO LISTEN TO TH' ROCK At\US
_ _S5
0'OUR cHoce).: -

Surplus Money
To Fund State
Aid Program

2 Notice

DIAL
753-1916

$125 to $700
PER WEEK
We will attempt to teach
you to earn $25 00 to sao 00
per day within 30 days
Must have car & be
willing to travel 60 mile
radius of your home
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
Complete
training
program and lots of
prospects to call on Must
own a late,model car and
like to meet people
For More Information
Write To.;
STATE MANAGER
516 EXECUTIVE PARK
LOUISVILLE, KY 40207
give name, age, address
and phone number

TOMATO STAKES, 54-, 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each, Bean poles, 25
cents each. Firewood, $10
* a rick. Call 753-9618.
PRECUT
PICTURE
frames,
ready
to
assemble, assorted sizes.
Murray I.umber Company.
PHILCO
REFRIGERATOR. '9 ch.
ft. with 4 cu. rt. frt
Norge washer and ,.rycr.
$200 for all three. Coll 7539438.

For Sole
6 lbs. MDA,Cheap

ATTENTION TEACHERS
Call
- Substitute, Retired,
& G Chemical
Graduating: As a part753-7425
time representative for
Field
Enterprises
Educational Corporation. 16. Home Furnishi
ngs
you can earn your own set
of World Book and USED THREE -piece
Childcraft plus generous
bedroom suit. Call 753commissions in your
6650.
\
spare time, evenings and
VELVET GREEN couch.
weekends.
No
inChair, Kirby vacuum,
vestment. Limited
frostless freezer, green
number of openings
oat dishes, walnut bed.
available in all counties.
489-2181,.
No previous sales -experience necessary. Write
to Barbara Van Hooser, 17 Vacuum Cleaners
Route 3, Princeton, Ky.
42445 or phone 365-3451 THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
between 8:00.10:00 a. m.
still have your old Kirby
( T-59)
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
12. Insurance
up to $80. Come ih and see
F11r:A1,111, life, burial, up to
us soon. Kirby Sales &
$2000.00.
Health
no
Services, 5013 Maple
problem. Call 753-1976.
Street, 7534359.
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/7"PAYSTO ADVERT/SE...ADVERT/SE WHERE11'PAYS...
17. Vacuum Cleaners

19. Farm Equipment

ONE FIVE foot John Deere
ELECTROLUX sales and
pick-up disc. 492-8651.
Tony
Call
service.
753-6760,
Montgomery,
FOR SALE: Bush hog. Call
day or night.
753-9681.

RIDING MOWER. Used
one season. 8 h.p.
Automatic. Reasonable.
Call 753-0168.

SMALL APARTMENT,
close to James Owen, 1515
Cardinal Drive. Call Ina
Falwell, 492-8224 or 7535756.

36" TOPPER. House type
door. Long wheel base.
call 437-4371.

ONE OR Two bedroom
house in country. Call 4362438.

18. Sewing Machines
SINGER TOUCH and Sew
in like new condition.
Push button bobbin and so
forth. Sold new over $250.
Pay balance of 94.60 or
fully
terms
easy
guaranteed. For free
home demonstration, call
753-3316 anytime.

19. Farm Equipment

2-ROW bean drill, 3-point
hitch. New paint. $50. Call
436-2294.

20. Sports Equipment
SifAr fbAtiaryl

75,00
gl$alss
12
. .

0;4 436-2289.

22. Musical

ELECTRIC BASE guitar
660 CASE combine, 13 ft. and amplifier, Ampeg
bean head, 2-row corn GV-22. Two 12-inch
head, robot and cab. Call speakers, 4-channels with
901-782-3782 before 3 p.m. microphone. $200. Call
753-4641.
and on weekends.

KEEP CARPET cleaning
problems small with
steam cleaners and
shampooers for rent at
Marimik
Industrial
Supply, 753-7753.

32. Apartments For Rent

27. Mobile Home Sales

etBEDROOM
ONE
ficiency apartment $75.00
per month. Call 753-9842.
FURNISHED 3 Room
Apartment, Couples only,
No pets, all utilities paid,
Private drive, private
yard, $90.00 per month.
753-5619.

1974 MODEL 24 x 60.
Beautiful new doublewide trailer. Never lived
TWO BEDROOM apartin. Unfurnished. Need
ment for summer. ParROTARY HOES - 1 two row BALDWIN PIANOs and
$9000 equity. Take over
furnished. 1601
tially
with
Both
purchase
row.
and 1 four
payments of $124 monorgans. Rent to
753-0806.
Call
Olive.
3 point hitch. Call 753thly. Can be seen anytime
plan. Lonardo Piano
from
across
Pottertown
2263.
Company,
on Rt. 6,
FURNISHED MODERN 2
Road, or call 753-4174.
Post Office, Paris,
bedroom duplex. Central
the
Also
5
$176.95.
Tennessee.
h.p.
3
TILLERS:
heat and air, carpeted,
&
h.p. with power reverse,
Antique Mall, 4th
DELUXE DOUBLE-wide,
dishwasher., private patio
Sycamore, Murray, carpet, drapes, air
B & S engine. Wallin
and driveway. Partial
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Kentucky.
conditioned. Re y for
utilities paid. $140 per
occupancy. Rea ably
month. Married couples
urts.
John
priced. 54 Rivier
NEW AND used
PIANO TUNING, repair
only. No children or pets.
Call 753-7340. '
Deere planters, Allisand rebuilding, prompt
Call 753-9574 after 4:30
land
Chalmers hard
service. Rebuilt pianos
p.m.
planter. Vinson Tractor
for sale. Ben Dyer 753- TWO BEDROOM, 1974
753-4892.
Company,
8911.
Columbia Mobile Home,
MURRAY MANOR - All
all electric, 12 x 37 feet.
new, all electric, one and
p.m.
Call 437-4530 after 4
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
water furnished. On
electric, central airDuiguid Road, just off 641
conditioning and heating.
North. 753-8668.
$3000 or best offer. See at
NO. 31 Grogan Mobile AIR
CONDITIONED
Homes ( highway 94).
apartment for summer.
bedroom. Ray
One
28. Heating & Cooling
Apartments, Hwy. 121
North, 753-3139 after 7 p.
AIR CONDITIONER,
m.
15,000 BTU Frigidaire.
Call 753-3783.

New Shipment Men's

Special Attention

LEISURE SUITS
Sizes 36 to 46
Colors: Lt. Blue
Navy, Olive, Tan

'29"

Settle-Workman Co.
306 E. Main,St.

753-2447

AIR CONDITIONER Sale.
All models have adRetired Couples
justable thermostats and I_Where one is 62 or vi er and
qualify the Government will pay
variable speed fans.
a large portion of your monthly
10,000 BTU...$193.88
rental New one and two
14,000 Bit...$225.88
bedroom apartments in Murray
$242.88
Manor Central Air conditioning
BTU.
17,000
and
heat Stove, refrigerator
20,000 BTU...$268.88
and water furnished
23,000 BTU...$292.88
Murray Manor Apts.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.

29. Mobile Home Renta:s
PLANNED PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
This position offers a career opportunity through
planned advancement to management levels and
higher earnings. Applicants should have some
college training or a high school diploma with
business experience. Applicants must have good
driving record.
Equal consideration given to female and minority
group applicants.
We offer a good staring salary, plus liberal employee benefits.
For an interview appointment,call or write to:
MR. DALE GOODWIN
C. I. T. FINANCIAL SERVICES
753-6702
Southside Shopping Center
An Equal Opportunity Employer

32. Apartments For Rent

31 Want To Rent

24. Miscellaneous

on
HOME
MOBILE
waterfront lot. 12 x 60. Air
conditioned. Call 436-2427.
FOX MEADOWS and
Coach Estates mobile
home parks, exclusive
residential area, swimming pool. Families only.
753-3855.

30. Business Rentals

Save $3736
Give Dad the saw
heti buy for himself.

Diuguid Drive
753-8668

41. Public Sales

41 Public Sales

APARTFURNISHED
MENT. Large kitchen,
living
room-bedroom
combination. Call 7538175.

Auction Sale

1387.
SLEEPING ROOMS, airconditioned, private
entrance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th St. 753-6609.

34. Houses For Rent

The Glenn
Miller Orchestra

will be giving a concert at the Caldwell County Gym
in Princeton, Kentucky, on Sunday, June 15. The
concert will begin at 8 p. m. with tickets costing
$2.50, $3.50 and 64. Bring your father to this concert
for Father's Day.

Lunch Available. Terms-Cash

Wright's Realty
& Auction Co.
1115 Pris Rood

HOUSE FOR Rent. Three
bedrooms,two baths, den,
living room, large kitchen, carport, spacious
yard, convenient shopping center within 2
blocks. Call 762-4288 days
or 753-2214 after 5 p.m.

unROOM
THREE
furnished apartment.
entrance.
Private
Utilities, phone and
furnished.
refrigerator
Retired couple preferred.
$30 per month. 202
Poplar Call 753-6173 or FURNISHED LAKE front
cottage on Ky. Lake for
753-4522.
rent. Rent by day or
week. Call 753-7573.

241:1300

"YOU CAN HANG YOUR HAT
000
ONUS!
aite

FOR RENT
Building
For Rent
Formerly Wreck Room
Across from Dairy
Queen
753-5260
1214 Main

Nice furnished apartments for boys or girls,
fall
and
summer
semesters. Also efficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.

PASTURE LAND for 1 or 2
horses around Murray.
Call 753-7997.
COUPLE WITH small
child wants 2 or more
house.
bedroom
Preferably outside of city.
Call 753-5058.

EFFURNISHED
Apartment
FICIENCY
suitable for boys at 1603
College Farm Road. Call
492-8225.
MO BEDROOM apartment, furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-4331

Opening June 15, 1975

We'll give him a
carrying case and
extra cutting chain

41. Public Sales

GARAGE SALE, ThurFOR SALE Beagles, one 3
-PARTY GARAGE sale. YARD SALE: Saturday,
sday, June 12th. 10 a.m.-8
good rabbit dog and one
ineverything
14,
June
Everything including
p.m. Clothes, dishes,
combination squirrel and
cluding kitchen sink.
clothes, some furniture,
books, infant dressing
rabbit dog. Priced to sell.
Located 5 miles north of
and
items
kitchen
table and misc. 701 Earl
Call 753-6040.
Murray, 1 mile west of
miscellaneous. Also boat
Court.
Almo Heights, Le mile
motor and trailor, lots of
AKC
REGISTERED
south of Flint Church.
June 13,
books.
Friday,
43. Real Estate
Schnausers $55.00. Call
APARTFURNISHED
7:30-6 p.m. and Saturday,
753-9849.
MENT, air conditioned,
SPECIALSSPRING
June 14, 7:30-4 p.m.
one bedroom, $75.00 per
GARAGE SALE: All day
503
Love's
Studio,
Behind
to 17 acres.
One-third
REGISTERED
month and utilities. No AKC
Saturday. Many items
Poplar St., Murray.
Neubauer,
C.
John
miniature
Dachshund, six
pets, 603 Vine Street. Call
including furniture, crafts
Realtor. Bob Rodgers,
weeks
old,
Red.
$75.00.
753-9537.
and clothes. 1806 College
TWO FAMILY carport
Associate. Office 753-0101,
Call 753-3384,
Farm Road.
sale, Friday, June 13 and
home 753-7116.
Saturday, June 14,8 a.m.DUPLEX, 2 AKC REGISTERED Irish
BRICK
6 p.m. Clothing, adults
bedroom with ceramic
GARAGE SALE: Monday WILSON INSURANCE,
Setters. Call 753-6154 after
and children, record
tile bath. Electric heat
5 p.m.
thru Friday, 8 a. m.-8 p. Real Estate, and Auction
player, small appliances,
and air conditioned. No
m. Otto Chester, L2 mile at 202 South 4th Street,
weights, glass, decorative
pets. Call 753-6931.
west of Lynn Grove on invites you to call 753-3263
PARADISE KENNELS insulators, toys, and
Highway 94. Glass, china, or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Boarding and grooming,
many
other
ONE BEDROOM furantiques of all kinds, Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
Pick up and delivery
miscellaneous items. 1302
nished, all electric heat
service now available.
furniture and appliances. real estate.
Kirkwood.
and air conditioned, very
Call 753-4106.
nice, and close to MSU.
GARAGE
SALE41. Public Sales
Call 753-4478.
Saturday, June 14, at 715
Goodman Street (Bagwell
YARD SALE June 11-14.
Saturday June 4, 1975, 10 a. m. at the home of
FURNISHED 2 bedroom
Manor off South 9th
Antiques,
collectables,
Loren Adams, 1223 West Broadway, Mayfield, Ky.
apartment, air conStreet) from 8:00 a.m.furniture, clothing, patchacross from the REA office. Below is a partial list of
ditioned. Downtown,
5:00 p.m. Desk and chair,
work quilts, new and all
antique items to be sold:
References required. Call
clothes, toys, etc.
handmade. Much more.
Oriental Persian handmade rug, several
522-8469.
Turn left at South MarAmerican oriental rugs, all in good condition. Seth
shall Jr.'High, Toy York CARPORT
SALE.
Thomas mantel clock, rose pattern lamp,
FURNISHED
NEATLY
Road. Follow signs.
Saturday, 9-5 p.m. 1103
upholstered fireside chairs, round stool-leg table,
apartment. Carpeted and
Mulberry. Furniture,
assortment of Early American chairs, all descripair conditioned. Kelly's
and
toys
clothes,
YARD SALE Saturday,
tions. 12-piece dining room suit with china cabinet,
Pest Control!, 100 S. 13th
miscellaneous.
June 14 on corner of 3rd
buffet, and sideboard, extra nice. Round maple
Street.
and Barnett, Hazel. All
with six chairs. Two wrought iron chairs with
table
sizes of clothing-cheap. BIG YARD sale, Friday
matching lamps. Chest of drawers,curtains, drapes
apartment.
3 ROOM
a.m.-6
9
Saturday,
and
Furniture, iron bedstead,
unand shades for old long type windows.
or
Furnished
Clothes-infants,
antique scales, p.m.
Cedar chest, bookcase, hassett, Duncan Phyfe
furnished. Light, water
.
omens
w
mens,
childrens,
refrigerator, baby beds,
couch and chairs. Two drop leaf end tables, two sets
and telephone furnished.
Glassware,
2.
12-20,
Sizes
numerous other items.
of old andirons and fire screens. Hexagon shaped
Elderly, retired couple or
toys, shoes, purses and
too good to be
Bargains
292
table, twin beds, complete. One half bed, old pump
month.
ladies. $30 per
Come
more.
much
true. Come see, 9 a.m.-2
organ over 100 years old. Old pictures and frames,
Poplar. Call 753-6173 or
browse. 808 S. 4th.
p.m.
several old clocks, churns and stone jars. One lot of
753-4522.
fruit jars, some blue and glass tops. Wicker basket
TWO PARTY garage sale, RUMMAGE, BAZAAR,
and sewing trays, Frigidaire washer, dryer,
APARTFURNISHED
Freedby
sale
bake
Saturday, June 14, 8 a.m.refrigerator, and portable dishwasher, all in good
MENTS. One or two
College
5 p.m. Take 641 N. to Hardeman
condition. Odd chairs, rockers, couches, chests and
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Air
Bel
at
Associates
on
left
Turn
Seven Seas.
dressers.
Apartments South 16th
Utterback Rd. 2nd trailer Shopping Center, starting
Solid oak wardrobe, nice old bedroom suit, 250
Street. 753-6609.
at eight a.m. Saturday.
on right.
gallon oil tank, hoes, rakes, shovels and other gar33. Rooms For Rent
den tools. One lot of concrete blocks. Birdbath and
garden lounge sent. Odd dishes, pots and pans and
FURNISHED ROOMS.
other items too numerous too mention. Something
Private entrance. Across
for everybody.
from University. Call 753-

31. Want To Rent

rather DaySpecial

38. Pets Supplies

Old Wadesboro lake, located on Hwy. 783, one
mile south of Hwy.80,six tenths mile north of Penny
Road. No License required. Hybrid Catfish

$1.00 per day per person
$1.00 per pound per fish

FOR RENT or lease: One
block from MSU Campus.
completely furnished, 3
bedrooms, kitchen-dining
room, den, large living
room, attached garage
1635 Miller Ave. $200 per
month. Seen by appointment. Call 753-3151,
or 435-4484 after 5 p.m.
FIVE ROOM house for
rent. Cali 753-3864 or 7536944
MODERN 7 room house.
city water, electric heat,
garage, garden. 4 miles
east on 94. To right
couple, no pets. Call 7539409, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate. 100 x
200 ft. $30 per month.
Hook-up for trailer. Call
753-9143' after 2 p.m. or
753-4655

Marvin Elam, Hardin,Ky.

37. Livestock • Supplies
TAMED, EATING Rabbits, $2.50 dressed. Call
753-8884.

Auction Sale
Sal wday June 14, 10 a. m., rate Sr this.,'
Crewe. ryO Ifigh•ay $4.

Model S25DA
I.

Poulati

$15995with automatic oiling
(Free offer good with all 25 series saws)

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

west of Lyon

Hems from old estates, plies lets mere that have been gathered
together to make op eel all. better auctions of Me year.

Appliances of all kinds, fancy liven ream soil, dining and
bedroom fornitiire. Iiautifvi airlines walnwt bed, fancy oak
s•erefary desk. ON rockers and odd tables. Fort or five tables of
real Mee old glass, china sod trinkets. Cast tree and stoneware.
•rtra large let of cooking utensils. Large let of hand, garden and
carpenter feels', Ifiregrass riding lawn mower, 2-srheel edify
'radar. Ti. molly goo/ items to list and itemize separate.
For informative call Chester and hiller Auction Service. 43541211 or 435-4144, Lynn Greve, fly.

Milott.a, toyer', Suggested Lost PY;

6 YEAR 011) mare. Black,
16-hands. $450 or best
offer. Call 136-2516.

38. Pets • Supplies
AKC REGISTERED
German
puppies.
Shephards, Doberman
Pinschers, Miniature
Dachshunds, Scottish
Terriers, Australian
Terriers. Pet World, 121
ByPass,.
AKC RF:(;ISTERED
Beagle puppies. 8 weeks
trtrt-tall 753-00111 igtet 5
.......

hoever you are...however
you think ...whatever you do for a living...your personal
freedom depends on freedom of information. You can't make
decisions for yourself unless you know what's going '
on. That's why a -fearless press is vital to the
political, economic and social life of a free nation.

W

Nog

The Murray Ledger And'Times
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43 Real k!ete

43 Reel Estate

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

cheese frees severti
Wyies sad price
rages. Priced from $4320.00
sp. Uwe ere year rowed homes.
We on offor yee ehmest
aoryttiog yew west. Se call sod
se* if we hove a vocothie hews
for yee.
Two

nay

Ws hew five corsaky homes
beano* $17,000 aeW $30,000.
They feeder* turd.. spots,
seeded lets, fireplaces, pool
sheds, liege lots mai affection
moiahherlmeris. Maybe ewe of
these is lest right for yea. Vle'd
he happy to provide you with
say addltiesel leforwaties you
might lie so post give ea e ail.
Small home seekers. We horse
wend hewed Whew.510,000
wW $2000. Sew hove two
herireows, sews ore weer shopping imaters, wan hose gram
spirts, seam have weeded lets.
Inspect thew propereies. Owe
11257 meet yew remareakeets.
Vasco
Rea
Estee
Across from Pest Office
753-3263
BY OWNER. 40 acres, 16
acres tillable, with 750 lb.
Burley base, 700' gravel
road frontage suitable for
house or trailer lot. Would
Make good cattle farm. 14
miles from Murray, just
off Ledbetter Church
Road. Call David King,
753-8355 or 753-8356.

JUST LISTED: 5 miles N.
of Murray, 2 bedroom, 1
bath, brick and wood
home. Has electric heat,
fireplace, 1 car carport,
outside
patio, nice
storage, on one acre lot.
$18,500. Contact BoydMajors Real Estate at 105
N. 12th or call 753-8080

SUGAR CREEK Subdivision. We have lots on
or near the water that will
fill your Lake Property
needs from $3,500 Buy
that lake lot now. Good
lake property increases in
value every year. Call
Guy Spann Realty, 7537724.

BY OWNER 2 bedroom
house in Baywood Vista.
Carpeted, lots of closets,
half-basement, sun deck
in front and back. Call
753-6753.

/
2
FOUR BEDROOM 21
Bath, 1504 Parklane. Over
2000 sq. ft. living area,
outside storage, covered
patio, large fenced yard.
Assumable 7 per cent
loan. Call 753-8358.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate, experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

BY OWNER - Three
bedroom brick-one year
old. Living room, kitchenden, 11
/
2 baths, fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, double car
garage. One block from
Murray High School. 7532659 or 753-8012.

44 Lots For Sale

KENIANA SHORES, large
wooded lots, restricted
sections, separate mobile
home sections, central
water, all weather streets
and lake access. Any lot BY OWNER - three
may be purchased for $10
bedroom house, 209 South
down and small monthly
13th Street. Call 753-0609.
payment. Phone 436-5320
or 436-2473.
HOUSE FOR Sale: 2
bedrooms, air
conditioned, washer and
45.Farms For Sale
dryer,
stove
and
THREE ACRES land, six
refrigerator. Completely
room house, double
remodeled. Located at 317
carport. Call 753-9378, 753Irvan. Call 753-8175.
7494, or 753-7263.

Presenting

The Wrightmore Collection

WORK.
CARPENTRY
Remodeling, room additions, any type of hdme
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

Igo
0, Of - AI.
1.4•0
*/{I,Low.f of.* racof rc
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"V.VRE TRYING To IMP CNE alATION5 WITH
W. SENT THEM Eva KNIEVEL, AND
STONES."
THEY SENT U5 THE

46. Homes For Sale

MUST SELL! Get the
rebate on this new brick
in Sherwood Forest, with
maximum loan to right
buyer. Call 443-2189 in
Paducah for details after
5 p.m.

Awtheatic Indian Jewelry, eageisitly
beedcrafted from Copper Mine Arkiwie
Pieces to choose from
at prices you can afford

1000

Friday, June 13-Saturday, June 14
121 Bypass Murray 753-3111

'BY OWNER, lakefront
home, phone 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. 753-9868 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. 753-6145.

AUCTION SALE
Friday & Saturday

JUNE 13-14, 6:30 P.M.

Each Night
LOCATION: East First Street one block south of *envoy 611 in Berton, Kentucky in the /OE
MORRIS AND SON BUILDING.

SPORTING GOODS - STOCK & FIXTURES
SHOTGUNS't'''' RIFLES - AMMO - FISHING TACK EL - K RIVES-'
lb-,,,,,, RELOADING EQUIP
EQUIP
BASEBALL
EQUIP
FOOTBALL
EQUIP.
lie
4sItV
- BASKETBALL EQUIP
CAMPING
. DUCK AND GEESE DECOYS. DEPTH FINDERS - <Owl TROLLING MOTORS
CB RADIOS-,•
lik--7,
HUNTING AND FISHING CLOTHES •
....11..
_
METAL DETECTORS
BOW HUNTING EQUIPMENT. TENNIS EQUIPMENT
APPROXIMATELY 70 FIREARMS: 612 page Remmeton modal 1100 Automatic two 3" magnum, 1.12 /sage
Franchi Automatic. 4.12 page model 1200 pumps. 21 gauge moan 1200 pump, 112 gauge Winchester model 101
over arid under seer maertem, Charles Daley 12 gaup automatic, 2-12 pap hi Standard Field Classic pumps, 12
putt Ithaca modal 51 featherweight. 121.51, Winchester model Saw I auto skeet choke. 12 gaup Mercury
Auto, 12 tame Matador doable. 12 pep I" magnum model 120 Martin pump 2-20 gauge 116er.heste tingle that
410 Sante Boll action, 301 Remington model 700 bolt achanithace, Stevens, Sawage.aed Winchester single shot 22
rifles, 2.41022 Swage over aed sada, 20 page end 3030 Swaye model 24V wer and ender, 70 gauge and 22
Savage model 2411 Florida Colt Retiehrer 22 cal. in case, Roger Black Hawk 72 aerie Al in case. matching pair of
11111A Ceidennial model 94 TAirideaster 30-30 carbine and sunlit. 20 pop Usage double barrell. 12 guage Savage
doubts barred; estra bare& • 20 puge 140020" mid. 70 garage 1400-3" if/tamed cyl. 12 gauge 1200 25" ins
proved classier with rib. 12 gauge 1400 Pal cholla. Browning 16 page mil. Browning 16 gauge improved carndn. Remiegten 16 puye mod pellet sows, Si /MI and many other wed pies net listed. Scopes, AMMo. reloading
equienwat. per cases and litres ter the hada
FISHING EQUIPMENT: Ow l00 reels Johnsen Pflwayer, lobo and When, seer ISO reds difterent brands spin
rung, spin cast, castle" fly etc. 6 Illueger II IS trolling motors, many moment:I dollars worth of lures, bobbers, line,
sinks, molds, telescopic polls, frsti finders lac* bases, hooks. Imhof sets, aerators, oars. battery hiders. minnow
buckets, trot Imes. etc. Anything the fisherman in looking for
KNIVES: Ow 100 both collector knives and wow/ kenos. Gerber. Beck Rendatt Schrade in many different maws
CLOTHING: Goose dew Sackett hunting and fish* costes and vest, rain wits, shorts, pants, rain coats. on
denims'. diadem lamp illitt. Ups. ewes, etc.
BOW II EQUIPMENT: TIRO ceenpound Olympus beers, ene Bear Bow bread head arrows, INKfete arrows, bow
strings, etc.
CAMPING EQUIPMENT: Flashlight batteries, 11WItIfill, Kt Chlitl, Coleman camp stores travel grills. bodes, In
if aid kits, camp stook. hunting steels. camper wooly sets, metros% etc
MISCELLANEOUS: Stainless boomer ineents, car tep racks, Vida Rye return throe. Badnantop sell, Now sets,
set bilk, baseballs. football, table team wts, volleyball sets, basketballs. CI radio, metal detectors. binoculars,
tennis racquets, Welt balls, away baseball Owls. Mew mitoses, targets. deck and game decoys. cask register
display cams and Ways, etc.
AUCTIONEER NOTE: This is Ito complete stock hem Mikes Sped A Rama and Gen Sleep Theft is no way to lest
here all of this mercliaactise an came leek around at the many items net listed. Exciting will kin to the loftiest bid
den. Muck el this merchandise will fell as Sink items, tweveser, muck will be sold in lets Dealers welcome
TERMS: Cash at personal chock ay total perches. end., 5200 00 Cash, certified check or letter Irons bad on total
purchase we 5200.00
OWNERS: CHARLES AND AUCIAINE FENNEL

C. Or. Skelton

•b.
REALTOR

Real Estate & Auction Co. 2171335
730 Paris Road

Slaytield, Keene*

49. Used Cars & Trucks

ELECTROLUX VACUUM
cleaners and carpet
shampooers and shag
attachments, bags. Call
Tony Montgomery, 7536760.
SHOLAR
CONTACT
Brothers for all 'your
bulldozing backhoe work,_
or' trucking needs. Phone',
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.

CLAYTON AND JARVIS
Painting Companyinterior and exterior.
and
Commercial
1962 FORD Fairlane, V-8,
residential. Quality work,
good condition. Call 753reasonably priced. For
3608.
free estimate, call 4374790 or 437-4712.
1966 JEEP Wagoneer. 4wheel drive. Good conALUMINUM SERVICE
dition. First reasonable
COMPANY. Siding,
offer. Call 753-6269.
awnings, aluminum trim,
storm windows and doors,
50. Campers
gutters. Will Ed Bailey,
47. Motorcycles
492-8897
or
Bobby
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Lawrence, 492-8879.
Coachman, Trail Star,
ONE
WINDJAMMER
Fold down, unique, Good
Faring. $150 with 450 and
GUTTERING BY $ears,
750 bracket. Call 435-4592.
used trailers,/
1
2 mile east
Sears seamless gutters
of 68 and,641 intersection.
your
per
installed
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
specifications. Call Larry
HONDA SL 125. Real good 527-7807.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
shape. Call 753-9044.
estimate.

NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesborough, 11
/
2 story,
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three
baths. Many extras in
house including cathedral
ceiling, balcony, central
vacuum and intercom.
Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.

FOR SALE 1965 Ford pickup. Call 753-3926.

AUCTION
June 14- 1000a.m.
LOCATION: 3/
1
2 miles East of Dexter, Kentucky on Highway No. 1346
1 -Hide-A-Bed ( Mattress never used
1 - Platform Rocker
4-Rocking Chairs- 1 Antique
2-Occasional Tables
2- T.V. Sets -(1 in working order)
1- Bedroom Suite -5 Pcs.
1-Bed,Springs & Mattress
1 - Chest of Drawers
1- Dresser-Antique
1 - Trunk-Antique

1- Tappan Stove - electric
1 - GE Refrigerator
1- Metal Dish Cabinet
1 -Kitchen Cabinet
1 - Chrome Table -6 chairs
1 -GE Radio - AM & FM
1- Ironing Board
2-Electric Irons
1 - Sewing Machine - Treadle
1 - Washing Machine- Wringer
Miscellaneous
Pillows
Feather Bed
Porch Swing
Lawn Chairs

Kitchen Utensils
Dishes
Fruit Jars
Pictures
Throw Rugs
TERMS CASH

Lile Real
Estate & Auction
Rade No. I Agrees, Ky.
Pb...: 4741717
Personal Property of Edith Jones

Arectlemeer-Vereee Lik
Not Respeasele Far Accaleats

Thinking of Selling, We Need Your Listing!
Our Real Estate Market is Steadily Improving, We Need Your Listings to
Present to Our Clients...

51. Services Offered

HONDA CL-350, 1972,
Honda CB-100, 1972, both
excellent low mileage
Call 753-9788.
1974 HONDA 125 Elsinore
dirt bike. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7474.

SI

Turquoise

54. Free Column

PASCHALL PLUMBING & FIVE BLACK and white
Rat Terrier puppies. 5
ELECTRIC. Well pump
weeks old. 3 males, 2
repair service. Call 753females. Call 474-2752.
5674•

THREE BEDROOM brick 1974 HONDA 125 MT
ranch with attached
Elsinore. Call 436-5838.
garage and fenced in
yard. Within walking YAMAHA 200 street bike,
distance of shopping
1972 model. Electric start,
tenter. $22,500. Call 752F In good condition. Call
5129.
753-4917.

The*trial I catsion, Tab

1000

51. Services (Were&

Another View

BY OWNER: Large house.
3360 Sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, 3
baths, complete kitchen
with micro wave oven and
compactor. Large den
with small kitchen facility
and walkout basement. 2car garage plus one out
building for storage on 1
1
2 mile off
acre of ground./
blacktop, 10 minutes from
Murray, $45,500. Call 7537625 after 5:30 or 753-5897
days.

U.LAKE
VACATION WOMB

247-1300

turd

6 Homes For Sale

WANTED: Two (21 Medical Technologists.
Rotate or permanent shifts, Z-00-100, 1-0011:00. Salary comenswate with experience.
Cal-back pay. Apply Trigg County Hospital,
Inc., Cadiz, Ky., John Broadbent hospital
administrator, 522-3215. Fringe Benefits;
vacation days, sick days, holidays, insurance programs.

49. Used Cars

Trucks

1970 BLUE SS Chevelle.
$1300. Call 753-0994.
JEEP CJ.-3A, new paint,
good mechanically, good
tires, Call 753-5532.
1973 FORD F-350, factory
wrecker with 5 ton winch
and dollies, 17,000 actual
miles. Like new. Call
before 5 p. m. 442-5821.
1969 FORD F-250, 6
cylinder Standard,
$850.00. Call 753-1777.
1973 DUSTER 340, Power
brakes and steering, air
conditioned, air shocks,
$2,000.00. Call 753-0100 or
753-5232.
1970 DELTA . Olds. Good
condition. Radial tires.
350 engine. Call 753-5510.

EXPERIENCED PAINTER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.

WILL DO bush hogging,
vacant lots clipped. Call
753-5737 or 753-5576.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop ( old ice
HUTCHENS'
JOHN
plant).
Complete
Plumbing and Electric
remodeling and repairs,
jobs
Repair Service. No
cabinets, paneling, doors,
small. 436-5642
too
formica work, finish
during
day.
anytime
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
CLEANING, nights.
CARPET
experienced; --very
reasonable rates, MODERN DRAIN cleaning
references,
Free
service-clogged up sinks,
estimates. Quick drying.
toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Call Handyman, 753-9618.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines
lawn
YOUR
NEED
and faucets. Call 436-2490,
mowed"' Ask for Ed at
753-7853.
EXPERT TRIMMING of
shrubbery. Phone 7537427.
PROFESSIONAL HOUSE
painting. Experienced
painter, fully equiped
Free estimates. Call 4892287.
WILL DO house cleaning.
Call 753-0974, 436-2361 or
753-8114.
LAWN MOWERS repaired.
Fix mowers, roto-tillers,
and small engines, 4365525.
WILL KEEP elderly lady
in private state approved
home. Call 753-6392.

HOT YOU'RE NOT
with thee:,

ROUND ONE
from

Quality Service Co.

1965 MERCURY, good
condition. 6200. Call 7532206 after 5 p.m. or on
Saturday.
PACKARD LIMOUSINE
1948. Harley Davidson
motorcycles - 1 chopper, 1
stocker, $1200 each. 1
Triumph 650, 1972, $850. 2wheel aluminum camper.
Factory made-like new,
$575. Dump truck, 1966
Ford F-600-8 yard box,
new motor, $1350. Paris,
Tenn. 1-901-642-6298,
1971 FORD pick-up. A-1
condition. Also 1971
Toyota pick-up. One
Wizard refrigerator. Call
436-5366.
1965 GMC, heavy duty, ton
and a half, 14' bed. 1972
Yamaha 650 with electric
start. Good condition. Call
753-6215.

Peace and quiet of the country on 1 acre providing a newly remodeled 3 bedroom
home, has nice garden area, large shade trees, apple orchard, price is a very
reasonable $16,000.00.
2 Acres of excellent level land with a charming 3 bedroom frame home, and 3 outbuildings. Home is carpeted, with large kitchen and seperate den area, located in
one of our prettier areas and only $20,900.
- Beautiful landscaped lawn and large shade trees surround this home that is only 2
years old and is in better than new condition; your family will fall in love with the
spaciousness of this home located in lovely Lynnwood Estates.
Spacious 3 bedroom brick horn
conditon close to Murray an

brtiZtrange and oven,in excellent

Lovely 3 bedroom home in Camelot Estates, has 2 baths, central heat and air,
beautiful carpet and drapes. Home also offers a 36 x 16 ft. family room with
fireplace, has built-in bar area and pool table, a must tc view for your family enjoyment.
VA terms or bank terms, you name it on this nice 3 bedroom home in Murray, has a
large garden area,lovely carpet, drapes and price is $16,500.
Extra nice 2 bedroom brick and frame home on Pottertown Road situated on 1 acre
of land. Has all large rooms,some carpet, seperate large utility room, this is a lot
of home for the money.
3 Acres and a large 3 bedroom frame home, newly decorated and in extra nice condition, located about 4 miles from Murray. Call now for viewing.

WINDOWS WASHED. I
have my own transportation and equipment. Call 753-5320.

Owner financing available with low down payment and low monthly payments on
this nice 2 bedroom home with basement, only 5 minutes from the lake,immediate
occupancy and only $9,500.00.

GARDEN BREAKING,
discing and bushogging.
Call 753-4838.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN - Prompt, FREE+FEMALE, tan,
miniature Collie. Gentle
efficient service. No job
too, small. Call Ernest
and affectionate..-Call 753White 753-0605.
1335 ev.enings.

Real
state

1964 FALCON station
wagon. 6-cylinder,
straight shift. New tires.
Dependable. Call 753-8769
after 5 p.m.

Exceptionally nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath home in Westwood Subdivision with central
air conditioning lovely carpeting, built-in appliances. Low price of $23,000.00.

153-9290

54. Free Column
1973 FORD Thunderbird,
Good condition, white
with blue interior. New
tires with 40,000 mile
guarantee. Call 753-7625
after 5:30 or on weekends.

1629 Hamilton - good 3 bedroom brick home, carport, large yard, walking distance to University, newly painted thru-out, only $22,500.00.

By RealtorC
E
Fred Barber

Summertime is funtime,so start to enjoy the lake in this fully furnished well kept 2
bedroom mobile home with screened enclosed deck on a lake front lot at C,'roppie
Hollow.
Beautiful building site with R-4 zoning, nice shade trees, also older building and
apt. on lot for only $13,600.
Fantastic large home in Sherwood Forest, has den with full wall fireplace, central
heat and air, home includes luxurious furnishings in the formal living room,
room, kitchen, master bedroom, plush carpeting throughout. You must see to ap
predate this executive home in a country setting. Priced in mid $40's.
Large mobile home and other outbuildings situated on 5 lots in Cypress Springs
Resort. Home has central heat and air, home is just like brand new thru-out. Is
situated in one of the prettiest areas near the lake.
We have an older frame 11
/
2story home zoned R-4 on South 12th St., home is presently set up as a two family home. Would make a nice rental property with lots of
future potential at only $22,000.00

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

TAX CREDIT FOR NEW HOME BUY
On march 29th, President come deduction or deductible expense, since the enappeared on television
and signed an ant cession
tire amount is reduced from
tax bill With his signature
your taxes not justt your tax
came a bonanza for those
bracket percen tage,
pu,cha.ng new homes. The
To qualify, the home must.
new 1,w is expected to be your principle residence
reducr the inventory of it must not hate been
some 400,000 units from
previously occupied it must
the ne
.home inventory.
have been built or conis yet buy a new home, struction started before
condominium or mobile March 26th; and it must be
home between March 12 occupied by December 11
and December 31, 1975, you 1976.
deduct 5 per camt up to
a total of $2,000 from the
amount of taxes you would
can
hate normally paid. As an
N there is a nything we
s
"ruple, V the new home
do to help yOlf in the field of
cost 540,000 or more, you
real estate/piease phone or
can deduct the entire
drop in at PURIX)M
52,00o If the home COM
THURAAAN REAL ESIATI
510 000
the Ian credit
407 Maple St., Murray
would he 21,500. gemern- • Phone: 753-4111. We're here
her flu,is bettet than An into help!
Ford

Extra large 5 bedroom brick home near New Concord, carport and numerous outbuildings, situated on approx. 3 acres of land. Tremendous view for miles around
price only $26,000.
Especially nice brick home, 3
air, owner must sell quick]

th.isiC:
Iyi carpeted, central heat and
ric
,500.

2t

We have some very nice building sites in city and in the county, call for details on
these, all price ranges.
Very nice 3 bedroom brick h
cabinets in kitchen, den,extr

arge/ba
g
a,Ibr

rport. built-ins and lots of

ty room, priced to sell.

Please Check with us if you need information on financing • whether it be Bank, F If.A., Veterans Loans, or arty Commercial Lending Institution, we are here to serve you.

"Member of Multiple Listing Service"
Keith Moffitt- 753-5068
Linda Drake • 753-0492

Oatman Farley 753-9775
John Gingles - 753-3805

Moffitt Realty Co.
753 3597

206 South 12th St.

weeirsihinswiw"ew-

gas its..
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I Funerals

Mrs. Courtney's
Brother Dies At
His Home At Boaz

1

Billie Jo Spears
To Be Featured At
Ky. Lake Music Barn

Bible School To Be

DeMarcus Proposes Raising Of
Teachers' Salaries In State

Held, Flint Church

Request To CIA Yields
Eight Year Old Letter

The annual Vacation Bible
the Soviet Union.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Near- letter from
letter was written
School will be held at the Flint
Soviet
The
ly eight years ago, a letter was
DeMarcus asked the comCountry Music Singer Billie
FRANKFORT, K>. AP) — use federal revenue sharing
by a Russian
Baptist Church from Monday,
1967,
18,
Aug.
Union
Soviet
the
Jo Spears will be featured at the State Rep. Harold DeMarcus, money for the equalization pro- mittee to consider his sugges- June 16, through Friday, June mailed from
and
McElwain
whom
teacher
MasJune 21 show at the Kentucky R-Stanford, proposed today that vision. DeMarcus acknowledged tions when it takes up the 20, with classes for preschool to Robert M. McElwain, a
met sometime earhad
wife
his
her.
schoolteac
Lake Music Barn near Paris Kentucky allocate $170 million there was "a real hazard" in equalization bill at a sub- through high school to be held sachusetts
the Russian was
Clifton Brown Whitis,
It never reached its destina- lier while
meeting. Immediately
Landing.
in the next biennial budget to using such federal funds for sequent
each day from nine a. m. to
at Harvard Business
studying
finally
brother of Mrs. Patsy Courtney
has
McElwain
combut
the
meeting,
tion,
Miss Spears, whose latest raise the average teacher's ongoing programs because Con- after the
noon.
of Murray, died Tuesday at record, "Blanket On The
received a copy of it, courtesy School.
a public hearing on
salary to the projected average gress might drop the revenue mittee held
Rev. Heyward Roberts,
In 64 words, including saluta11:45 p. m. at his home on Boaz Ground," was the number one
plan.
n
of the Central Intelligence
equalizatio
sharing program or change its the
in seven neighboring states.
all children in the
urges
pastor,
and closing, the Russian
tions
Route One.
Agency.
At the outset of the comrecord in the country for nearly
proposal form.
his
made
the
school.
attend
DeMarcus
to
preparing his
community
He was 53 years of age, a four weeks, has had six records
McElwain wrote the CIA sev- said he was
He maintained, however, that mittee meeting, its chairman—
to the interim Committee on
and planned
materials
teaching
see
to
Terminix
the
asking
of
e—
employe
ago,
months
retired
eral
in the top ten in the past two Approriations and Revenue as funding the equalization plan Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danvill
at the
vacation
his
spend
to
of
Company, and a veteran
any File it might have compiled
years, including -Mr. Walker, an amemdrnent to a bill the through revenue sharing was expressed concern over KenSea.
Black
request
his
made
World War II.
He
situation.
him.
debt
on
tucky's state
It's All Over."
committee is considering on "a viable alternative.
The CIA decided the message
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
under the Freedom of InformaClarke noted Kentucky rank"While much of the money
She recorded her first record equalizing tax revenue received
worth saving on microfilm,
was
expected
hardly
exHe
pupil
Act.
Virginia 1. Whitis; two sons, at the age of 13, and then apper
tion
in
49th
received by the local school dis- ed
by local school districts.
it says it does not know
but
he
Terry
who
and
Jr.,
know
y and
Clifton Whitis,
the agency to
peared on the "Louisiana
DeMarcus pro- tricts through the plan will un- penditures for elementar
In
addition,
the original letter never
why
and 93rd
Whitis, Paducah; two stepsons, Hayride." Appearing with Miss
was.
posed that federal revenue doubtedly be used to fund ong- secondary education
McElwain.
reached
a
received
income,
McElwain
Kenneth and Larry Trabucco, Spears at the Kentucky Lake
But
personal
sharing money be used on ele- oing programs, the programs in per capita
"We can all wonder as much
had
CIA
the
caper
noting
total
in
Paducah; one daughter, Mrs. Music Barn will be Terry Willie,
letter,
brief
seventh
was
but
the
type
of
which supmentary and secondary educa- will be
but we're not
Bonnie Reed, Paducah; one Jim Taylor, and the Cuma "single reference" to the 38- as we want to,
plement the basic educational pita long term debt.
tion.
matter furthe
discuss
to
going
Ann
Ruth
resiMass.,
stepdaughter, Mrs.
year-old Harvard,
That ranking included outberland Cut-Ups.
provision in programs funded through the
n
equalizatio
The
said.
spokesman
CIA
Stamper, Cooperas Cove.
dent who teaches French and ther," a
Advance tickets are $3 and the proposed bill would cost minimum foundation program standing revenue bonds which
Mass.,
be
to
Lincoln;
a
Texas.
Spanish in
may be purchased at the music about $40 million a year. That (a device for distributing state theoretically are supposed
from the
Also surviving are five barn and at Judy and Sher'e
junior high school.
go to make sure money to local school dis- paid off with income
would
money
sisters, Mrs. Patsy Courtney, Beauty Salon in the Bel-Air
The file was "classified and
facilities they build, but which
that, in effect, the first 50 cents tricts)" Demarcus said.
largely
repaid
intelligence sources
Murray, Mrs. Aileen Courtney, Shopping Center.
are
divulges
actuality
in
of
some
acmethod
said
He
of property tax rate in any
(tontinued from Page 1)
Mayfield, Mrs. Jane Edgar and
and methods," tAe CIA letter,
Live Country and Bluegrass school district brings in the countability should be included with state funds.
not be
New York
that
therefdre
rejecting the Ways and
could
Mrs. Ladonna Nelson, Paducah, music shows are presented each
noted
-In
and
Clarke
said,
so
s
the
proposal
in
Kentuckian
the
in
same revenue it would
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default
panel's tax plan, the
to
and Mrs. Betty Williams, Saturday night at the barn and a
had
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Means
City
released.
wealthiest county district, can be sure they are getting
aroused, House first voted 345 to 72 to
had sold as a
it
curiosity
Mayfield; six brothers, Truman holiday show is scheduled for
which
His
bonds
the
for
value
money
the
true
County.
which is Woodford
of Hickory. Avery of Folsom- Thursday, July 3, with Dolly
McElwain decided to appeal chop 20 cents off the proposed
"gimmick" like Kentucky's
DeMarcus' proposal would spent.
dale. Billy of Boaz, and Jerry, Parton.
revenue bonds.
the decision and enlisted the 23-cent boost in the existing 4James, and Troy of Paducah;
Clarke said some mechanism
aid of his congressman, Rep. cents-a-gallon federal gasoline
87,theHouse
eight grandchildren.
was needed to show the long
tax.Then,by209the
be
Robert F. Drinan, D-Mass.
will
Claik
Rev. Kent
Funeral services will be held
term effects of Kentucky's in- evangelist for the revival, June
On May 21, Jotui F. Blake, killed the remaining 3-cent
Friday at one p. m. at the
debtedness. He also said some 15 to 21, at 7:30 p.m. each day, chairman of the CIA's Informa- hike.
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
In the 3-cent vote, 95 Demosort of system was needed to at the New Providence Baptist tion Review Committee, sent
informing
letter
a
Home, Paducah, with Rev.
joined 114 Republicans in
show "when we will reach the
crats
McElwain
D.
Church. The pastor, Rev. H.
had the majority while 170 Demonow
agency
point of no return, to decide
Elmer Crouch officiating.
the
that
him
Lax, invites the public to athow far is too far" in making
Burial will be in Hardmoney
decided to release the file. It crats and 17 Republicans voted
tend.
in
four
posed bills involving changes
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API — A tional School graduates
Cemetery.
conunittments for new debts.
contained a copy of the missing for the increase. Ullman, House
Friends may call at the proposal to allow Kentucky such classes a year and finds the operation of state licensing
Speaker Carl Albert and Majorschools to graduate only two jobs for all of them. State boards. The committee will
funeral home.
ity Leader Thomas P. O'Neill,
classes of practical nursing stu- Reps. Terry Mann, D-Newport, take up the bills individually at
D-Mass., were on the losing
dents a year has come under and Arthur Schmidt, R-Cold its next meeting.
side.
fire by an interim legislative Spring, said that showed the
As designed by the comAlso to be taken up then are
adequacy of the program there
the levy would have
committee.
mittee,
fund
charitable
bills regulating
by 3 cents a galThe Business Organizations and the need for more practical
boosted
been
drives, raising barbers licensand Professions Committee nurses.
lon in January 1976 to provide
provithe
deleting
and
fees
ing
In other business, the com—Restriction of fluorocarbon
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
About half of the total was $3 billion annually for a special
The funeral for Earl Shem- unanimously voted Wednesday
sion allowing real estate salesprefiling
the
to
for
deapproved
opposition
especially in spray-cans if produced and used by the trust fund to help develop alunderarm
its
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to
express
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propels
that
gas
at
well was held this morning
realtors
become
to
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over
men
Administrative with a favorable recommendaas well as many other a more detailed study by the United States.
ternative energy sources.
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without taking a test, if they odorants
break
tax
a
Subcomgive
to
Review
bill
tion
a
Regulation
may damage the National Academy of Sciences
Starting in April 1977, the
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Mayfield,
Byrn Funeral Home,
salesmen for 10
been
just
have
another
or
way
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tee, to Kentucky's two remaining
upper atmosphere and confirms their suspected dangasoline tax would have been
world's
with Rev. Dossie Wheatley mittee. That subcommit
years.
about all fluorocarbon eventualincrease the risk of skin can- ger.
increased in four steps of 5
officiating. Burial was in the which will take up the matter breweries.
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a
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the
would
reject
passage
bill
quick
can
The
—And
2,
July
cents a gallon apiece if AmeriWoodlawn Memorial Gardens,
bill
— sprayed, leaked or dislation involved if it feels it ex- for one-half the normal tax on mony on a small winery
gress of a proposed Toxic Subcans in 1976 top the 1973 nationed today.
Paducah.
carded.
until
the first 200,000 barrels of beer but deferred action on it
If so, it may be necessary to stances Control Act that would
al record consumption of 6.67
Mr. Shemwell, age 84, died ceeds statutory authority.
is
there
said
force
task
The
The state board of nursing each makes and sells in Ken- its next meeting as well.
million barrels of gasoline
ban fluorocarbon gas from provide broad federal authority
Tuesday at 8:40 a. m. at the
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of
total
only
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tial reason to believe, that once
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However, about 85 per cent of
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Hickory. Route
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In response to the task force
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there
tosphere and break down
.
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Stock Market
Saturday, June 14.
transformed a trash dump into
Prices of stock. a kcal interest at noon
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Practical Nursing Program
Measure Under Fire By Board

Task Force Warns Of Impending
Danger From Aerosol Spray Cans

Rites Held Today
For Mr. Shemwell

Environment. .

Friendship Church
Plans Bible School

Amendment Called
For To Solve
Firemen's Pay

Rev. Gary Mohler
Is Kirksey Speaker

Banana Split Special

Corning!
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Located at Aurora Oaks on Hwy. 68
Between Aurora and Jonathan Creek
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Dipper's Delight Yearly

Owned and Operaltd by
Harvey and Nanti (00anal
Pbone 502 153 9807 351-6392
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($1.00 Value)

Saturday 11 to 11 June 14th
Super Delicious Real Vanilla St Chocolate & Strawberry ice cream between fresh
sliced bananas. Covered with crushed strawberries di pineapples & chocolate syrup. Topped
with whip cream and nuts.
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1308 Chestnut
Old Fashion Sandwich and Ice Cream Parlor
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